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The birth and development of Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) marked a real
breakthrough in the investigation of the nanoscale world. Indeed, TEM provides ma-
terial information in both direct and reciprocal space as well as Electron Energy Loss
Spectra (EELS) with nanometer scale spatial resolution. The exploitation of extremely
coherent electron sources [1, 2, 3] allowed to push the limits of the instrument further
away. The minimization of the electron beam spot size and energy spread, as well as
brightness improvement, allowed High Resolution Scanning TEM-EELS (STEM-EELS)
and also the acquisition of electron holograms [4]. The analysis of the latter allows the
electron beam phase reconstruction to map electric, magnetic and strain fields at the
nanoscale [5].
Thanks to technological improvement over the years, TEM can now achieve a sub-
a˚ngstro¨m spatial resolution [6, 7] and an energy resolution close to 10 meV [8, 9].
Furthermore, new specimen holders [10] allowed the implementation of in situ experi-
ments. These developments broadened the fields of application of TEM. Its versatility
enables TEM to find applications in several fields of science such as physics, materials
science [11, 12], biology [13, 14, 15], chemistry [16, 17, 18, 19], geology [20] and medicine
[14]. However, until the late 1970s [21], TEM studies have been restricted to systems
that do not evolve in time. In situ techniques [22] allow to monitor the evolution of a
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sample under external stimuli such as mechanical traction [23], temperature variation
[24] or applied bias [25]. These modifications can then be monitored by a CCD camera.
Nevertheless, the temporal resolution is limited by the CCD frame rate, which reaches
1600 fps in the most recent and fastest cameras [26]. In-situ TEM allows to follow,
for instance, nanoparticle assembling [27] or grain boundary motions [28]. But if one
wants to look further into structural or electronic dynamics, the relevant timescale is in
the pico- to femtosecond range and therefore in situ TEM can not provide the required
temporal resolution. A new approach is therefore necessary to study ultrafast processes.
Almost in parallel with the development of in situ electron microscopy, Oleg Bostan-
joglo laid the foundations for the first time-resolved electron microscope [29, 30]. Its
original concept of Dynamic Transmission Electron Microscope allowed to study non-
reversible phenomena with a spatial resolution of hundreds of nanometer and a pulse
duration around the nanosecond. Subsequently such an instrument has been improved
in the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory with a new illumination optics and
acquisition system but the real breakthrough has been achieved in Caltech in the group
of Ahmed Zewail that introduced the concepts of single electron regime. Achieving an
unprecedented spatio-temporal resolution in the nanometer and femtosecond range, the
Ultrafast Transmission Electron Microscopy (UTEM) was born.
The aim of this thesis is to reports on the development of the first Ultrafast Transmis-
sion Electron Microscope equipped with a Cold Field Emission Gun (CFEG), in order
to improve the brightness of the electron source implemented in the UTEMs and push
the instrument to applications in electron interferometry.
In the following, Chapter 1 introduces the fundamental concepts in conventional and
time-resolved Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM). Timescales in condensed mat-
ter are presented as well as the TEM architecture and main notions. Then, the dif-
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ferences between Dynamic and Ultrafast TEM are addressed. Particular emphasis has
been put on the laser-driven emission mechanism from a metallic nanotip.
Chapter 2 describes the instrumental development. The modified CFEG is detailed as
well as the complete experimental set-up. The properties of the UTEM are described:
probe current stability, brightness, angular current density and the achieved spatial and
spectral resolutions.
Chapter 3 addresses the first time-resolved pump-probe experiment. The theory of
Electron Energy Gain Spectroscopy (EEGS) and the influence of the experimental pa-
rameters on the gain spectrum are presented. The pulsed electron beam is then tem-
porally characterized: the pulse duration and the electron chirp are evaluated and the
experimental results are compared with simulations.
In Chapter 4, perspectives on off-axis electron holography using ultrashort electron
pulse are given. First, requirements and limits in conventional electron holography
are presented. Secondly, the drawbacks of working with a pulsed electron beam are
identified and possible solutions to perform Ultrafast Electron Holography (UEH) are
proposed.





important timescales and concepts
1.1 Ultrafast dynamics in condensed matter:main
processes and timescales
As an introduction, we briefly describe the characteristic timescales of physical processes
in atoms, molecules and condensed matter.
As we can appreciate from Figure 1.1, electronic motion in atomic systems occurs
on the attosecond timescale. In particular, the revolution of an electron around the
hydrogen atom nucleus in Bohr’s model has a period of 152 as. Still considering particle
motion, molecular vibration and rotation have, instead, characteristic timescales in the
femto- to picosecond range. We want to shift now the focus on the dynamics of a solid
1
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excited by a femtosecond light pulse, which is the first step in time-resolved TEM. On
a timescale comparable to the laser pulse duration, the light pulse couples coherently
to the nanostructure. In a metallic nanoparticle, for instance, such an interaction can
excite a surface plasmon, namely a collective electronic excitation. This established
coherent phase relation lasts ∼ 10 fs, i.e. until the dephasing of the plasmon. After this
initial step, electron-electron interactions take place and the electron gas goes back to a
Fermi-Dirac distribution. In metals like gold and silver, this process takes around a few
hundreds femtosecond. Also electron-lattice interactions occur in bringing the system
back to equilibrium.
An ultrafast light pulse also places the lattice out of equilibrium, inducing mechanical
vibrations. The vibration period of confined acoustic modes is L/v, linked to the
nano-object size, L and the speed of sound, v. Typical values for nanosized systems
(10 − 100 nm) lie in the 10 − 100 ps range. During its de-excitation, the nano-object
also diffuses heat toward the environment.
Also magnetic systems are involved in ultrafast dynamics, as it is represented in Figure
1.1 where characteristic timescales are highlighted.
Figure 1.1 clearly shows that many important physical processes occur on a sub-
nanosecond timescale, i.e. too fast to be detected using traditional cameras. Even if
the first time-resolved electron microscopes had already been developed [31, 32, 33],
it is only in 2005 that TEM became ultrafast [34, 35], achieving an unprecedented
spatio-temporal resolution in the sub-nanometer and sub-picosecond range [36, 37, 38,
39, 40]. This breakthrough was based on the use of electron pulses containing only a
few electrons, thereby minimizing the coulomb interparticle repulsion that deteriorated
spatio-temporal resolution in the earlier time-resolved electron microscopes. In this
so called single electron regime, images, Diffraction Patterns (DP) and spectra were
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Figure 1.1: Characteristic timescales of ultrafast processes in particles, nano-objects and magnetic
systems.
recorded from the accumulation of billions of excitation-detection cycles. Since 2005,
the field of UTEM has kept on growing at a fast pace with an ever increasing number
of groups, either from TEM or optical spectroscopy, developing or acquiring their own
instrument.
In the next paragraphs a concise presentation of the fundamental concepts of electron
microscopy will be given. The architecture of a transmission electron microscope will be
discussed as well as the conventional techniques. Finally, the different type of continuous
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electron sources are discussed, paying particular attention to the most important beam
properties, such as the beam brightness.
1.2 Transmission Electron Microscopy
The high spatial resolution of TEM [7] is a consequence of the wave-particle dual nature
of the electron. In 1923, De Broglie proposed in his Ph.D. the hypothesis [41] that a






where h is Planck’s constant and p the particle momentum. For instance, a 150 keV
electron has a wavelength λB = 2.96 pm
1. It was soon realized that the small value of
the de Broglie wavelength of the electron makes it ideal for microscopy. Indeed, the
classical Rayleigh criterion [42] (originally applied to light microscopes) establishes that





where λ is the wavelength of the radiation used to illuminate the sample and α is
the beam opening angle. Using deep UV laser light (λ ∼ 13 nm) the resolution of an
optical microscope can reach ∼ 38 nm [43, 44], but equation (1.2) shows that exploiting
a λB = 2.96 pm, the minimum resolvable distance should be in theory smaller than
2 pm. The main reason why this resolution is far from being achieved in TEM lies in
the electromagnetic lens aberrations that will be discussed in the following.
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1.2.1 Architecture of a TEM
A transmission electron microscope can be divided in two main parts: i.e. the electron
gun and the microscope column. The latter are traditionally evacuated between Ultra
High Vacuum2 (UHV) and High Vacuum3, respectively. Vacuum is fundamental in












Figure 1.2: Schematic representation of an electron gun. The external housing, filled with pressurized
SF6 (in brown), ensures electrical insulation. The electron gun is composed of an electron emitter, an
electrostatic lens and an accelerating tube. The electron gun is evacuated to UHV. In blue, an electron
trajectory along the optical axis is sketched.
The purpose of the electron gun is to generate an accelerated electron beam. The
general structure is given in Figure 1.2: the electron gun is enclosed inside an external
housing filled with pressurized SF6 (sulfur hexafluoride), used to provide electrical
2< 10−5Pa [45]
310−4Pa− 10−5Pa [45]
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insulation.
The gun, located inside this insulating housing, can be decomposed in three parts: an
electron source (further details on the different types of electron sources will be provided
later in this chapter), a lens and an accelerating tube. The electron emitter (in red) can
be described as a point source. The lens (highlighted in green) is located just below the
electron source. Its role is to focus the emitted electrons into a crossover, i.e. an image
of the source, which can either be real or virtual [46]. Electrons are finally accelerated
in several steps, to reach a kinetic energy in the 100 - 300 keV range [47].
The microscope column
Once accelerated, the electron beam enters the column of the TEM. The one that we
have modified in this thesis (an Hitachi HF2000) is sketched in Figure 1.3. The column
is composed of a set of round electromagnetic lenses [48] and deflectors. An electro-
magnetic lens is used to focus the electron beam towards the optical axis and magnify
or demagnify an object. Figure 1.4 shows a schematic representation of an electro-
magnetic lens, which is basically an electromagnet. A current circulates through a coil
generating an electromagnetic field. The magnetic flux is then concentrated inside the
gap of a polepiece made of pure iron, permendur (Fe-Co) or permalloy (Fe-Ni). The
resulting magnetic induction, located in the polepiece gap, acts on the electron beam
like a thin glass lens on light because of the Lorentz force. Exactly like in light optics,
it is possible to define for these electromagnetic lenses specific cardinal planes, i.e. an
object plane, a focal plane and an image plane. Electrostatic lenses [50] can be used
in electron microscopy as well but their spherical and chromatic aberrations are worse
than their electromagnetic counterpart at comparable focal distance [49]. In general,
these lenses are used in guns where the integration of an electromagnetic lens is tech-

































Figure 1.3: Scheme of a TEM HITACHI HF2000. GV: Gun Valve. CA: Condenser Aperture. OA:
Objective Aperture. SA: Selected Area aperture.
.
nically complicated.
The first two lenses on the electron beam trajectory after the gun are called condenser


















Figure 1.4: (a) Section of an electromagnetic lens. (b) Effect of the spherical aberration in a lens:
the Point Object (PO) is imaged as a disk of radius rC on the image plane. The plane of least




lenses. These, together with the electron gun, change the illumination condition on the
specimen: they form the illumination system. The electron beam then interacts with
the specimen that has been previously installed on a suitable holder. The specimen
holder is usually located inside the objective lens, which is therefore an immersion lens
[51, 52].
Electromagnetic lenses suffer from aberrations. In general, the latter can be divided
into geometrical [53] and chromatic aberrations [54]. The former are also called Seidel
aberrations and among them the spherical aberration is the one which affects the spatial
resolution of a TEM. Due to this aberration, paraxial electrons are less focused than
the ones travelling far from the optical axis. This effect transforms a point object in
a disk of radius rC = MC3θ
3, M being the magnification, C3 the object side spherical
aberration coefficient [55, 56] and θ the collection angle. Spherical aberration has long
been an insurmountable limitation: the development of spherical aberration correctors
at the end of the 20th century [6, 57, 58, 59, 60, 61] was a real breakthrough in electron
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microscopy. Finally, the image created by the objective lens is magnified by the inter-
mediate and projector lenses and finally projected on a fluorescent screen or a CCD
camera.
Other elements are present in a TEM column, such as deflectors [62], stigmators [62]
and apertures. The first two are made of multipolar elements. In particular, deflectors
are composed by a set of two dipoles, used to tilt or shift the electron beam, while a
stigmator is a set of two quadrupole lenses [63] used to correct lens astigmatism [53].
Three sets of apertures are placed in the TEM column as reported in Figure 1.3. The
condenser aperture is located in the illumination system and is used to limit the electron
beam angular size [42]. The Objective Aperture, located in the objective lens (OL) focal
plane, is used to create a contrast in the image by filtering the transmitted beam or one
useful diffracted beam. The last set of apertures, called Selected Area (SA), is located
in the objective lens image plane and allows to select a useful Region Of Interest (ROI)
on the image.
Spectrometers
During the interaction with the specimen, electrons can lose part of their kinetic energy
[64]. An Electron Energy Loss Spectrum (EELS) contains fundamental informations on
the chemical composition and electronic structure of the sample. In order to discrimi-
nate the electrons as a function of the energy, a magnetic field is applied perpendicular
to their trajectories. A magnetic sector [65] is installed after the column to disperse in
energy and spatially focus the primary electron beam. The spectrum, located in the
dispersion plane of the magnetic sector, is finally magnified and focused on a CCD us-
ing a set of multipolar lenses. Modern electron energy loss analysis systems are either
Parallel EELS (PEELS) [66, 67], or imaging filters, such as a Gatan Imaging Filter
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(GIF) [68]. The latter can record an EELS spectrum as well as an image of the sample
filtered at a specific energy.
Detectors
A TEM is also equipped with appropriate detection systems. Faraday cups [69], for
instance, are used to measure the electron beam current. They can be installed on
specimen holders to evaluate the current on the sample (namely the probe current) or
elsewhere in the column, for instance together with an aperture set, to measure the
beam current in various optical planes of the microscope.
Image acquisition is achieved following two different approaches. In indirect detection,
a scintillator converts electrons in photons that are then detected by a CCD or a
CMOS sensor [70]. On the other hand, direct electron detection exploits a thin (∼
150µm) silicon layer to create electron-hole pairs after the interaction with the electron
beam. These charges are then accelerated toward electrodes where they are collected
[71, 72, 73, 74].
1.2.2 Fundamental concepts in TEM
The interaction between the electron beam and the specimen is the foundation of imag-
ing theory in TEM. In this work, the samples studied are solid and crystalline. This
is why, in the following, the interaction between an incident electron wave and a crys-
talline lattice is discussed. The scattering of an electron beam from a family of parallel
planes is due to the interaction of the beam with the crystalline lattice potential. An
electron wave with a de Broglie wavelength λB, can be diffracted by a set of reticular
planes defined by an intereticular distance dhkl for a specific incoming angle θBragg.


















Figure 1.5: (a) Schematic representation of Bragg’s law. For the sake of simplicity just two planes of
the family (hkl) are sketched. 2dhkl sin θBragg represents the path difference between two waves. (b)
Ewald sphere construction for electron diffraction: a set of (hkl) planes close to the Bragg orientation
with respect to the incident beam is taken into account.
.
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These three quantities, defined on Fig. 1.3 (a), are related by Bragg’s law
2dhkl sin θBragg = λB (1.3)
dhkl and λB being respectively a property of the specimen and the electron beam.
Equation (1.3) is only verified for certain angles called Bragg angles, θBragg.
A way to easily visualize the Bragg conditions relies on the Ewald sphere, drawn in the
reciprocal space and sketched in Figure 1.5 (b). The sphere is centred on the specimen
and has a radius |k0| = 1λB . The lattice drawn in the bottom represents the reciprocal
lattice [75, 76] of the crystal. The diffraction conditions can be retrieved from the
intersection of the Ewald sphere with the reciprocal lattice nodes |ghkl| = 1dhkl . This
representation is valid in all diffraction experiments, such as X-Rays diffraction, for
instance. However, in TEM due to the specimen thickness (between 20 and 100 nm), a
relaxation of the Bragg condition occurs: electron diffraction can occur even if Bragg’s
law is not strictly verified. To take into account this relaxation, the reciprocal lattice
nodes become relrods for thin planar sample (Figure 1.5 (b)). Their intersections with
the Ewald sphere give the diffraction condition. The vector s, represented in Figure 1.5
(b) is called excitation or deviation vector. It is directed perpendicularly to the sample
surface, i.e. along the thinning direction. Diffraction condition is satisfied under a new
condition: k − k0 = ghkl + s and the diffracted intensity depends on the intersection
position between the Edwald sphere and the relrod. Intensities can be determined by
either the kinematical theory [77, 78] that will consider only weak diffraction conditions,
or dynamical theory [77, 79] in which multiple scatterings are taken into account (strong
diffraction conditions).
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Image formation
As already stated in the previous paragraph, in a (S)TEM the specimen is inserted
inside the objective lens. Assuming, for the sake of simplicity, a parallel illumination on
a crystalline specimen, Figure 1.6 shows the electrons ray path leading to the formation
of a crystal Diffraction Pattern (DP) in the Back Focal Plane (BFP) of the objective











Figure 1.6: Abbe description of the image creation [80]. f represents the lens focal distance.
.
a complex wave
ψ(r) = a(r)eiφ(r) (1.4)
where a(r) is the amplitude, φ(r) the phase and r a direct space vector. Calling ψo(r)
the electron wavefunction after the interaction with the specimen (namely the object
function), the DP wavefunction is given by the product D(g) · T (g), with D(g) =
FT(ψo(r)) the Fourier Transform (FT) of ψo(r), g a vector belonging to Fourier space
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and T (g) the objective lens transfer function, defined as follows:
T (g) = 2A(g) sinχ(g) (1.5)
A(g) being a function that takes into account the effect of the apertures on the electron







and depends on the defocus C1
4 and the spherical aberration coefficient, C3
5. χ(g)
(and therefore T (g)) relates the image contrast to the phase variation of the electron
wave after the interaction with the specimen. Figure 1.6 also shows that applying an
Inverse Fourier Transform (FT−1) to D(g)·T (g) an image function ψi(r) can be defined.
Figure 1.7 shows the transfer function for the Hitachi HF2000 used in this thesis, with
C3 = 1.2 mm and λB = 2.96 pm (Ke = 150 keV
6). Ideally, T (g) should be a constant
function so that the transfer of contrast is the same for all spatial frequencies (i.e. for
all diffracted beams). In practice, for a microscope not corrected from the spherical
aberration, the optimum condition is achieved by defocusing the OL by a certain amount
called Scherzer defocus [81]
C1−sch = −1.2(C3λ)1/2. (1.7)
that is C1−sch = −71.5 nm, in our case. High Resolution (HR) [55] imaging comes from
the interference between overlapping transmitted and diffracted beams for a specimen
oriented in zone-axis. This technique allows to observe the projection of the atomic
4in-focus images have C1 = 0 mm
5The other aberrations are considered as negligible compared to C3 and C1.
6Is the energy used in the following of this work
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Figure 1.7: Transfer function for a Hitachi High Technologies HF2000 operating at 150 kV; C3 =
1.2 mm, C1 = −71.5 nm. A negative value of T (g) indicates a positive phase contrast and the specimen
image appears dark against a bright background. The inversion of T (g) indicates a change of contrast.
The vector g = g1 is an important parameter defining the resolution limit of the instrument [55].
Transfer function also shows maxima that indicate a maximum transfer of contrast. Aberrations have
not been taken into account.
structure of the sample thanks to multiple interferences due to the overlap of trans-
mitted and diffracted beams in the image plane. Using the Scherzer defocus in a non
corrected microscope, the contrast is called phase contrast. Other types of contrast
can be found in TEM. The mass-thickness contrast [82], for instance, is used to study
non crystalline materials or biological samples. Diffraction contrast [82] is obtained
by selecting either the transmitted electron beam or one diffracted beam with the ob-
jective aperture. The resulting image is called Bright Field (BF) or Dark Field (DF),
respectively. The techniques just listed above allow to create images that represent








Figure 1.8: (a) Principle of off-axis electron holography. The phase variation in the hologram is due
to the beam interaction with the specimen. (b) An electron hologram of iron cubes.
the distribution of the electron beam intensity, I(r) = |ψi(r)|2 = |Ai(r)|2, after the
interaction with the specimen. Therefore, the image does not give access to the phase
of the electron wave.
1.2.3 Electron Holography
Proposed by Gabor as a new experimental method to improve the electron microscope
resolution [4], electron holography offers the unique possibility to map electromagnetic
[5, 83] or strain fields [84, 85] by measuring the variation of the phase of the electron
wave induced by the Aharonov-Bohm (AB) effect [86, 87, 88, 89]. Experimentally ev-
idenced by Tonomura et al. [90], the AB effect demonstrates the physical existence of
the magnetic vector potential.
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The idea behind electron holography is to create an interference pattern, called holo-
gram, between the object phase wave and a reference wave. This hologram is then
analysed providing the phase and the amplitude of the complex object phase wave.
Several configurations have been proposed over the years [91], but we will describe only
off-axis electron holography, i.e. the approach used in this thesis. As sketched in Figure
1.8 (a), a coherent parallel electron beam is used to illuminate the specimen. More
precisely, half of the beam illuminates the ROI of the specimen under analysis while
the other half travels in vacuum and will be used as reference wave. A Mo¨llenstedt
electron biprism (EB) [92, 93] is a charged wire surrounded by parallel-plate ground
electrodes located above the objective lens image plane (Figure 1.8 (a) and Figure 2.1
(b)). A voltage between 0 V and 500 V can be applied on it. As a result, the EB splits
the electron wave in two parts that overlap below the wire. The reference beam, i.e.
the beam that propagates in vacuum, is overlapped with the beam that crossed the
specimen. If the spatial coherence is sufficient, an interference pattern can be observed
in the image plane. An example of such an electron hologram is shown in Figure 1.8
(b).
An electron hologram is determined by its width and the fringe spacing. Both can be
modified by changing the biprism voltage and the electron optical conditions. More
details will be provided in Chapter 4.
Hologram intensity
Considering the interference between two coherent electron waves ψi(r) and ψr(r),
namely the image and the reference beam, expressed as in (1.4), the intensity of the
hologram Iholo(r) = |ψi(r) + ψr(r)|2 has the following expression [94, 95, 96]
Iholo(r) = 1 + |Ai(r)|2 + 2Ai(r) cos(2pigc · r + ∆φ). (1.8)
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sidebands(a)







Figure 1.9: Procedure of the phase reconstruction from a hologram. Applying a Fourier Transform to
a hologram (a), a diffraction pattern (b) containing the sidebands and the autocorrelation is obtained.
By adding a mask to filter the former (the latter) and then applying an inverse Fourier transform, a
phase (d) (an amplitude (c)) image can be reconstructed.
The first two terms represent the intensity of the two interfering waves (the reference
wave amplitude is set to AR(r)=1). The third term represents a system of fringes
of amplitude 2Ai(r). From the latter, the information on the electronic phase can
be extracted. The argument of the cosinus function contains the phase difference ∆φ
between the image and the reference wave. gc, known as the hologram carrier frequency,
is related to the difference between the wavevectors of the image and the reference
beams, i.e. the tilt angle between the two beams.
Phase reconstruction
Figure 1.9 shows schematically how to extract the phase and amplitude from the holo-
gram. The Fourier Transform (FT) of equation (1.8) is:
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FT(Iholo(r)) =δ(g) + FT(|AI(r)|2)+
δ(g + gc)⊗ FT(2AI(r) ei∆φ)+
δ(g− gc)⊗ FT(2AI(r) e−i∆φ)
(1.9)
where the first two terms in equation (1.9) are a Dirac delta function and the FT of the
image wave amplitude. Both of them correspond to the central area in Figure 1.9 (b)
highlighted in red and called central band (or autocorrelation). The third and fourth
terms are two peak functions centred on the carrier frequencies g = −gc and g = gc
representing the FT of the image wave and its complex conjugate. The latter are called
sidebands. They contain the phase information and since one is the complex conjugate
of the other, the extracted information will be the same.
To extract the phase, one has to use a mask to select one of the two sidebands, as
shown in Figure 1.9 (b) (green circle). Applying then an inverse Fourier transform,
the complex wavefunction and therefore the phase of the electron wavefunction can be
extracted. To avoid artefacts, the sidebands and the autocorrelation should be well
separated. The spatial resolution of the reconstructed amplitude or phase is given
by the mask size. Placing instead a mask on the autocorrelation, the reconstructed
image contains just the amplitude, as in conventional TEM imaging (Figure 1.9 (c)).
Decreasing the mask dimension in Fourier space increases the signal-to-noise ratio and
deteriorates the resolution in direct space.
1.2.4 Electron sources
Several sources of electrons are available: thermionic, cold field emission and Schottky
electron sources. We here describe the physical mechanisms involved in electron emis-
sion.
The highest occupied electronic energy level inside a material at T = 0 K is called the
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Figure 1.10: Left side. Fermi-Dirac (F-D) distribution at three different temperatures: T = 0 K
(black curve), T = 300 K (green curve), T = 2700 K (orange curve) that is the typical temperature
used for thermionic emission from tungsten. Right side. Potential barrier at a metal-vacuum interface
for < 310 >-oriented tungsten (φ = 4.25 eV) for different values of the applied electric field. The
black curve represents the potential barrier without any applied electric field and neglecting the image
charge contribution. The coloured curves take into account the image charge in three cases: no
applied field (red), Schottky electron gun FLOC = 0.65 V/nm (blue) and Cold Field Emission Guns
FLOC = 3.55 V/nm (magenta). z is perpendicular to the metal surface.
Fermi level, EF . When the temperature of the system is increased, some electrons
can gain energy and be promoted to higher energy levels [76]. The occupation number
f(E, T ) describes the probability of having an electron on a state of energy E. It is
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given by the Fermi-Dirac (FD) distribution









where kB is Boltzmann’s constant.
As shown in Figure 1.10, at T = 0 K the FD distribution is a step function (black curve)
that changes with the temperature of the system.
To be emitted in vacuum, an electron inside a material at the Fermi level requires an
extra energy at least equal to the material work function, Φ. At high temperature,
the F-D distribution includes an appreciable fraction of occupied electronic states with
energies above the work function and therefore these electrons are emitted in vacuum.
This is the basis of thermionic emission, in which electrons are extracted by heating a
metallic filament. The case depicted in Figure 1.10 corresponds to a < 310 >-oriented
monocrystalline W (Φ = 4.25 eV [1]). The unit vector zˆ is taken perpendicular to the
emitting surface of the source. In absence of applied field the potential is a step function
(black curve) that is modified due to the image charge (red curve). An applied electric
field Floc modifies the potential step (blue and magenta curves) as follows:




These combined effects can cause electrons to be emitted directly from the Fermi level,
by quantum mechanical tunnelling through the barrier [97, 98]. This is called field






This is called the Schottky effect [99].
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Thermionic electron source
The current density, J , emitted by a material heated at a temperature T is described














e is the elementary charge, me the electron mass and ~ the reduced Planck constant.















Figure 1.11: (a) Schematic representation of a thermionic electron gun. The electron emitter, S, is
a filament of resistance R on which a voltage V is applied. The bias between the cathode and the
Wehnelt can be modified by varying RW . An optimal bias confines the electron emission and focuses
the beam into a crossover. In red, two electron trajectories are sketched. (b) A tungsten hairpin
filament, Φ = 4.5 eV. Image from [101]. (c) A LaB6 crystal, Φ ∼ 2.5 eV. Image from [102].
three components: the electron emitter, S, the Wehnelt cap and the acceleration anode.
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Between the source and this anode a difference of potential, known as accelerating
voltage, is applied. The emitter is kept at a negative potential, while the anode is
grounded. Thermal emission occurs from the entire emitter and the Wehnelt cap is
used to confine the emitted electrons, as depicted in Figure 1.11 (a). By choosing
an appropriate voltage difference (the gun bias) between source and Wehnelt cap, a
real crossover is created. The electron emitters normally used in this type of gun
are polycristalline tungsten (W) hairpin filament (ΦW = 4.5 eV) or LaB6 (Lanthanum
Hexaboride) monocrystal (ΦLaB6 = 2.5 eV). Both of them are displayed in Figure 1.11
(b) and (c), respectively. Routine operation temperature is∼ 2700 K for tungsten, while
LaB6-based emitters operate at lower temperature (∼ 1800 K) due to the reduced exit
work function.









Figure 1.12: (a) Butler type CFE architecture. The first anode is used to extract the electrons from
the emitter while the second accelerates the beam to the desired energy. Two electron trajectories are
sketched in red. (b) SEM micrograph of the CFE emitter shape. The nanometric apex size allows the
generation of an intense electric field due to the lighting rod effect. Inset: zoom of the tip apex. Scale:
100 nm.
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The Cold Field Emission (CFE) source is not heated and operates at room temper-
ature (T ∼ 300 K). The current density emitted from a metal surface under an applied
















Figure 1.12(a) shows the architecture of a standard CFE source, known as Butler type
CFE. A voltage, V1, is applied between the emitter and the first anode (called extraction
anode), while the voltage applied to the second anode is V0. V1 and V0 are called
extraction and acceleration voltage, respectively. Figure 1.12(b) shows the peculiar
shape of the CFE cathode. The latter can be fabricated via an electrochemical attack
in a 2 mol/L NaOH solution [106]. A < 310 >-oriented monocrystalline W filament
(D = 0.125 mm) is shaped into a tip with an apex size of ∼ 200− 300 nm [104, 106].
Schottky Field Emission Gun
The emission process involved in Schottky sources is a combination of the two mecha-
nism already described. It can be called field-assisted thermionic emission. The emis-











where ∆Φ has been defined in equation (1.12) and q is the following dimensionless
parameter





The equation (1.16) is known as the extended Schottky law [109]. A schematized Schot-
tky source is represented in Figure 1.13. The architecture is very similar to the one
already seen for the CFE source, except for the additional presence of a suppressor cap








Figure 1.13: (a) Architecture of a SFE Gun. By correctly selecting the different potentials between
emitter (S), suppressor cap and extraction anode (the one closer to the cathode), the size of the
emission region can be changed [107]. Two electron trajectories are sketched in red. (b) Image of a
Schottky electron source. The tungsten tip comes out by ∼ 250µm from the top hole of the suppressor
cap. Image from [108]
and the anode geometry. A Schottky emitter is a < 100 >-oriented monocrystalline
tungsten tip with an apex dimension of ∼ 1µm [110]. Furthermore, contrary to the
CFE case, the Schottky Field Emission (SFE) emitter includes a reservoir of zirconia
(ZrO) on the tip shank. Increasing the cathode temperature will create a zirconia
wetting layer on the < 100 > tungsten surface. This wetting layer reduces the work
function of the ZrO/W emitter to ∼ 2.95 eV [110]. The suppressor electrode is used to
confine the electron emission to the tip apex. A typical value for the applied electric
field is Floc = 0.65 V/nm.
The most relevant characteristics of electron sources are listed in Table 1.1.
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Thermionic Schottky FE CFE
Cathode Material W LaB6 ZrO/W[100] W[310]
Work Function Φ [eV ] 4.5 ∼ 2.5 2.95 4.25
Operating temperature [K] 2700 1700 1800 300
Angular current density [µA/sr] 100-200 10
Surface current density [A/cm2] ∼ 3 ∼ 30 ∼ 104 − 105 104 − 106
Total emission current ∼ mA ∼ mA ∼ 100µA ∼ 10µA
Probe current noise [%] < 1 < 1 < 1 < 2
Emission decay No decay No decay No decay q
< 20% of probe
current in ∼ 2 hours
Brightness (@ 100 kV) [A/m2sr] 1010 5 · 1011 5 · 1012 1013
Energy spread (@ 100 kV) [eV ] 3 1.5 0.7 0.3
Vacuum [Pa] ∼ 10−2 ∼ 10−4 ∼ 10−6 ∼ 10−9
Table 1.1: Characteristics of the principal electron sources used in conventional TEM
1.2.5 Brightness
Brightness is a fundamental source property defined as the current emitted per unit












gence semi-angle. It is expressed in A/cm2 · sr. This quantity is conserved throughout
an optical instrument with no lens aberrations [42, 111].
We will see now how the source brightness is related to the electron source spatial co-
herence.
To understand this relation one can consider, as in paragraph 1.2.3, the interference
between two coherent waves. Equation (1.8) expresses the interference pattern intensity










Figure 1.14: Geometry to acquire electron holograms in off-axis configuration. The Electron Biprism
(EB) is located inside the TEM. Intensity distribution of the source in space and wavenumber is defined
by ξ, the source spatial extension in three dimensions and k, i.e. the source emitted wavenumbers. d
is the distance between the biprism and the image plane.
of an ideal hologram, i.e. it assumes an ideal point source. However, as illustrated in
Figure 1.14, a real electron source is never perfectly a point source and can therefore
be defined by an intensity distribution iS(ξ,k), ξ and k being direct and reciprocal
space vectors, respectively. For simplification, we will consider in the following a 1-D
source. We can consider the source distribution as a sum of incoherent point sources
without phase relation. Furthermore, assuming that each of these sources emits the
same spectrum s(ξ,k), defined by
∫
i(ξ)dξ = 1 and
∫
s(k))dk = 1, equation (1.8) can
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be rewritten as:
Iholo(x) = 2(1 + |γ|cos(2pigc · x+ ∆φ)) (1.19)
γ = |γ|ei∆φ being the complex degree of coherence. The latter can be expressed as the
product of the spatial and the temporal degree of coherence, γ = γspaγtemp with
γspa(α1) = |γspa(α1)|ei∆φspaα1 =
∫
i(ξ)e−2piik0α1ξdξ (1.20)
γtemp(x) = |γtemp(x)|ei∆φtempx =
∫
s(κ)e−2piik0α2xdx. (1.21)
The angles α1 and α2 are sketched in Figure 1.14 and κ = k−k0, with k0 the wavevector
of the source [112].
Equations (1.20) and (1.21) are known as the van Cittert-Zernike and the Wiener-
Khintchine theorems, respectively. The latter state that the spatial (temporal) degree
of coherence is the Fourier transform of the spatial (spectral) distribution of the source.
For high voltage electron sources (> 100 keV) with a typical energy spread ∼ 1 eV
the temporal coherence does not affect the interference pattern [113]. However, this is












and considering the definition of brightness given in equation (1.18) it is possible to
relate the brightness to the source spatial coherence. As demonstrated in Arbouet et
al. [112], substituting equations (1.18) and (1.22) in (1.20), we can obtain the coherent




Equation (1.23) shows that the coherent current is strictly related to the source bright-
ness.
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As stated in the van Cittert-Zernike theorem (equation (1.20)), smaller sources provide
beams with the highest spatial coherence. Table 1.1 reports the typical brightness of
various electron sources. Due to their small source size, high brightness FE emitters
(i.e. SFE and CFE) are the only sources suitable for electron interferometry.
So far, the effect of aberrations has not been taken into account. Aberrations deterio-
rate the beam brightness both in the electron gun optics and microscope column. This
degrades both the temporal and spatial coherences [114]. Usually, the detrimental effect
of lens aberrations on the phase contrast transfer function of the microscope is taken
into account through so-called spatial and temporal envelope functions, respectively
given by :
ES(g) = exp{−pi2q20(C1λBg + C3λ3Bg3)2}
EF (g) = exp{−0.5pi2∆2(λBg2)2}.
(1.24)
In equations (1.24) ∆ ∝ Cc, the chromatic aberration coefficient and q0 is the illumi-
nation probe size on the specimen [114]. Multiplying ES(g) and EF (g) by T (g) (eq.
(1.5)) we obtain the effective phase contrast transfer function.
1.3 Time-resolved TEM
The birth of time-resolved TEM can be dated back to the end of the 1970s, when
Bostanjoglo’s group at the Technical University of Berlin developed the first time re-
solved electron microscope [29]. The so-called High-speed electron microscope was sub-
sequently improved at the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, in particular the
illumination optics and the acquisition system [33, 115, 116]. A significant breakthrough
was achieved in 2005 at the California Institute of Technology [34], thanks to the intro-
duction of the single electron regime by Nobel laureate Ahmed Zewail and his group.
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Figure 1.15: Principle of pump-probe experiments. An ultrafast laser beam (the pump) is focused
onto the specimen, bringing it out of equilibrium. A delayed second pulse, the probe, is used to detect
the specimen evolution. In time-resolved electron microscopy the probe pulse is a packet of electrons.
Time-resolved electron microscopy allows to study the dynamics of fast processes,
typically in the nano- to femtosecond range. The followed approach is called pump-
probe and is schematized in Figure 1.15: it involves a pump pulse to bring the specimen
out of equilibrium and a probe pulse to investigate the system at a certain delay, τ ,
during its relaxation.
In the field of time-resolved TEM, the pump pulse is usually an external optical stimulus
that excites the specimen but also different excitations (acoustic, thermal, mechanical,
etc) can be used for this purpose. The probe is an electron packet triggered by a pulsed
laser. Two operation modes exist in time-resolved TEM. The use of a single electron
pulse containing > 106 electrons [33] to probe the system dynamics is called single-shot
mode (Figure 1.16 (a)).
Using a high speed beam deflector synchronized with the laser source, it is possible to
record several frames on a CCD detector at different delays with respect to the pump
pulse. This is called movie-mode and it is sketched in Figure 1.16 (b). A TEM operating
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Figure 1.16: Different operation modes in time-resolved TEM. (a) Single shot mode: a single pulse
containing ∼ 108 electrons is used to probe the specimen after the laser excitation. (b) Movie mode:
a sequence of electron pulses probe the specimen evolution at different temporal delays after a single
laser excitation. (c) Ultrafast TEM in stroboscopic pump-probe mode: ∼ 108 excitation/detection
cycles are used to probe the specimen dynamics at a certain temporal delay. With only few electrons
in each pulse, the Coulomb repulsion is less important and the temporal resolution can be pushed to
the sub-picosecond regime.
in single-shot mode is called a Dynamic TEM (DTEM) or high-speed TEM.
The second operation mode, the stroboscopic mode, relies on a high number (∼ 107 −
109) of excitation-observation cycles [34] to accumulate enough electrons to form an
image, diffraction pattern, spectrum or hologram. It is depicted in Figure 1.16 (c). The
delay between the pump and the probe can be adjusted with a translation stage in order
to explore the dynamics of the desired process. A translation D = 1.5µm of the delay
line, for instance, produces a τ = 2D/c = 10 fs delay 7. The main difference between
7c is the speed of light in vacuum
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the two modes is the number of electrons in each pulse. In stroboscopic mode the
electron beam only contains a few electrons per pulse. The minimization of the Coulomb
repulsion among electrons allows to push the time resolution up to the femtosecond
timescale [34, 40]. This is known as the single electron regime. Time-resolved TEMs
operating in this mode are called ultrafast TEMs (UTEMs).
In the following, we will explain how the pulsed electron beam is created, adressing
the various laser-driven emission mechanisms. Subsequently, the modification of the
electron pulse properties along the UTEM column will be presented, paying attention
to the influence of the number of electrons per pulse.
1.3.2 Laser-driven electron emission
The combination of an ultrafast laser and an electron source allows the generation
of ultrashort electron pulses [117, 118]. As reported in [119], electron emission from
a material with a work function Φ is possible thanks to the absorption of photons of
energy Eph = ~ω > Φ. This phenomenon is known as one-photon photoemission (Figure
1.17(a), case A) and the emitted current is linearly dependent on the incident light
intensity. This process can not occur if the photon energy is smaller than the material
work function. Nevertheless, multiphoton photoemission (MPP), sketched in Figure
1.17 (a), case B is possible. The cross-section for such a non-linear process decreases
with the required number of photons and the emitted current density is proportional
to the nth power of the laser intensity I [120, 121, 122]:
J ∝ In (1.25)
with n the number of photons. Multiphoton photoemission is the dominant emission
mechanism for laser intensities smaller than typically 1011 W
cm2
. At higher laser inten-
sities (I > 1012 W
cm2
), the associated electric field can be strong enough to modulate
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Figure 1.17: Emission processes in laser-driven electron emission. (a) One photon photoemission
(A) and multiphoton photoemission (B): one or more photons are absorbed, allowing electron emission
over the barrier. (b) Photo-assisted field emission: the combination of two mechanisms enable electron
emission. (c) Optical field emission: a strong laser electric field modulates the potential barrier allowing
electron tunnelling from the Fermi level.
the potential barrier and allow electron tunnelling. This process is called optical field
emission and depicted in Figure 1.17 (c).
In order to discriminate the two emission processes, we can evaluate the Keldysh pa-








where ω is the laser angular frequency, FL the laser peak electric field, m and e the
electron mass and charge. The Keldysh parameter is the ratio between the tunnelling
time and the optical cycle duration: γ << 1 is characteristic of the optical field emission,
while γ >> 1 indicates that the dominant mechanism is MPP.
Other emission mechanisms depend on the combination of laser intensity and extraction
voltage, such as Photo-assisted field emission, schematized in Figure 1.17(b). In this
case the absorption of one photon allows electrons to tunnel through the barrier thanks
to the help of a continuous applied electric field.
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1.3.3 Influence of the electron dynamics on the electron en-
ergy distribution
The interaction of an ultrashort laser pulse with a tungsten nanoemitter modifies the
electron distribution inside the metal at a given temperature. In order to evaluate the
influence of the electron dynamics on the temporal and spectral properties of a time
resolved TEM, a computational model based on previous works [125, 126, 127, 128]
has been developed. The model describes a gas of free electrons interacting with a
femtosecond laser pulse. The vacuum-metal interface is considered flat and a DC electric
field lying in the 0.5− 3 V/nm range is applied on the metallic nanotip.














+ F (k, t) (1.27)
where the three terms account for the electron-electron interaction, the electron-phonon
interaction and the laser excitation on the nanotip, respectively. The electron dispersion
relation in the conduction band has been considered parabolic (E(k) = ~2 k2/2m) and
the Fermi energy for tungsten is EF = 9.2 eV. Before excitation by the femtosecond
laser pulse, electrons and phonons follows the Fermi-Dirac (F-D) and the Bose-Einstein
distribution, respectively. Excitation of the electron gas as well as electron-electron
and electron-phonon interactions are taken into account at each step of the simulation.
Figure 1.18 shows the evolution of the electron distribution. As soon as the laser
pulse starts interacting with the nanoemitter (sketched with a parabolic shape), the
occupation of electronic states is modified due to the excitation of the electron gas:
the electron population is distributed over several electronic states due to multiple
excitations and decays. The spectro-temporal properties of the electron pulse have
been deduced from the optically excited electron distribution. The number of electrons
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Figure 1.18: Ultrafast optical excitation of an electron gas. The tungsten nanoemitter is sketched
with a parabolic shape. The three graphs represent (from left to right): the electron occupation number
f(E, t) (dark blue curve), the potential barrier (red curve) and the number of emitted electrons N(E, t)
(light blue curve). We considered a laser pulse of λ = 515 nm and a FWHM pulse duration of 250 fs.
The electron-phonon thermalization time is 400 fs. The applied DC electric field is Floc = 1.19 V/nm.
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emitted at a certain time t per unit area and unit time with a total energy between E




N(E,W, t)D(W ) dW (1.28)
N(E,W, t) represents the number of electrons with a total energy between E and E+dE
and an energy normal to the emitting surface between W and W + dW . D(W ) is
the electron transmission probability through the potential barrier V (z) in Wentzel-
Kramers-Brillouin (WKB) approximation. The expression of V (z) is given in equation










N(E, t) dE. (1.30)
In our experimental conditions we can notice that the electron emission is triggered by
two processes. Indeed, electrons occupying states over the potential barrier are emitted
by MPP while the others can tunnel through the upper part of the potential barrier by
photo-assisted field emission.
Looking carefully at the electron spectral distribution, we can notice that the symmetry
of the Zero Loss Peak (ZLP) in laser-driven mode appears different compared to the
one of a conventional CFEG. This difference is visible in Figure 1.19, in which two
simulated electron energy spectra are sketched. Figure 1.19 (a) shows the ZLP of a
CFEG TEM operating in DC mode. The typical asymmetry of the curve is due to
both the electron occupation distribution (F-D statistics at T = 300 K - sketched in
Figure 1.10) and the tunnelling probability given by the F-N theory [105]. Therefore, on
the loss side of the electron energy spectrum, the distribution decreases due to the low
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Figure 1.19: (a) Simulated ZLP of a CFEG TEM working in DC mode. (b) Simulated ZLP of our
CFEG based TEM operated in pulsed mode (Eph = 2.4 eV, Floc = 1.19 V/nm). The spectrum has
been obtained by integrating the electron energy distribution over the laser pulse duration.
occupation number, while on the gain side the decrease is related to the low transmission
probability of the potential barrier. Figure 1.19 (b) shows the ZLP simulated using the
model described in this paragraph. In this case, the ZLP asymmetry appears inverted.
As represented in Figure 1.18, an abrupt drop in the energy spectrum appears on
the loss side due to the effect of the potential barrier on electrons emitted by photo-
assisted field emission. On the other hand, the few electrons with energy greater than
the barrier are emitted by MPP. Figure 1.20 shows simulated curves of the number
of emitted electrons per pulse per unit surface, the electron pulse duration and the
energy spread as a function of the energy absorbed by the emitter. The latter has
been estimated from electrodynamical simulations to be in the range 0.1 - 1 eV/nm3.
In Figure (a) we can see that the electron emission (black curve) start departing from
the 2-photon photoemission process for 0.2 eV/nm3 of absorbed energy. By taking into
account an experimental value of 0.4 eV/nm3, we expect a pulse duration of 400 fs and
0.65 eV of energy spread. Two conclusions can be drawn from Figure 1.20. First, for
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Figure 1.20: (a) Simulated number of electrons per pulse per unit surface emitted from a tungsten
nanotip as a function of the absorbed energy. The black line shows how the electron emission varies
under our experimental conditions. The blue dashed line indicates a 2-photon photoemission process.
(b) Variation of the electron pulse duration and energy spread as a function of the absorbed energy.
low values of the deposited energy the emission process is a second-order nonlinear
process yielding temporal and energy widths essentially governed by the laser pulse
duration and the nonlinearity order. For strong perturbations of the electron gas of
the metallic emitter, the strongly out-of-equilibrium electronic distribution impacts the
spectro-temporal properties of the emitted electron pulse. In this case, the effective
non-linearity departs from 2 and depends on the excitation level. Furthermore, the
temporal and spectral distributions of the emitted electrons broaden and depend on
the laser intensity incident on the tungsten nanotip. After the emission, the electron
pulse broadens during its propagation along the microscope column. This effect and its
causes will be addressed in the next paragraph.
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1.3.4 Electron pulse broadening: influence on UTEM spectro-
temporal properties
Electron-electron interactions during the propagation of the electron pulse deteriorate
the spectro-temporal properties of the UTEM. Therefore, the temporal resolution of
such an instrument does not depend only on the electron emission mechanism but also
on the propagation inside the TEM column. Gahlman et al. [38] theoretically described
these two effects and studied separately their influence on the electron beam properties.
Influence of the initial energy spread on the electron pulse duration













d being the anode-cathode distance, V the extraction voltage, Ei the electron initial
energy, e and m0 the electron charge and mass, respectively. Assuming an isotropic
conduction band and a two photon-photoemission process, an electron on the Fermi
level (EF = 9.2 eV) gains 4.8 eV (Eph = 2.4 eV). We can then consider an initial
energy Ei = 14 eV. ∆Ei has been evaluated using the model described in paragraph
1.3.3. The time-dependent electron distribution has been evaluated, then the emitted
current has been calculated taking into account the electron distribution and their
probability to tunnel through the potential barrier. The nanotip in our experiment
is placed in a DC electric field of magnitude F = 1.19 V/nm (calculated taking into
account a tip-anode distance d = 5 mm, an extraction voltage V1 = 4 kV and the
influence of an optical component - the mirror holder - surrounding the nanoemitter
(more details on the electron gun will be given in the next chapter). With the computed
value ∆Ei = 0.6 eV, an anode-cathode distance d = 5 mm and an extraction voltage
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V = 4 kV, we can estimate ∆tKE ≈ 338 fs.
The laser pulse duration, ∆thν , also contributes to the temporal broadening. Neglecting






Influence of space-charge effects on the pulse duration and energy spread
We discuss now the effect of the Coulomb repulsion inside the electron pulse. Several
studies have addressed space-charge effects in electron pulses [38, 129, 130]. Following
a mean-field approach, the electron pulse can be modelled as a homogeneously charged
cylindrical slab of radius R and length L. The repulsion among electrons induces an
increase both of L and R and a degradation of the UTEM temporal, spatial and spectral
resolution. Evaluating the Coulomb force inside the electron packet, it can be shown




























where 0 is the vacuum permittivity, N is the number of electrons per pulse. The










v0 is the electron velocity after the acceleration. The resolution of equation (1.34) gives,
on the other hand, the possibility to evaluate the effect of the coulombic repulsion on
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the electron spot size. In Figure 1.21 the pulse broadening is evaluated as a function
of propagation time for different numbers of electrons per pulse. The computation
has been performed for 150 keV-electrons and the contribution from equation (1.31) is
not taken into account. The initial conditions for L have been chosen to match the





































































Figure 1.21: Effect of the number of electrons per pulse, N , on temporal and energy broadening.
Dashed lines show when the electron pulse arrives on the specimen (red line) and detector (blue line)
in the HF2000.
laser pulse duration, L = v0 ·∆thν . R = 125µm has been calculated through SIMION
simulation [131]. An initial energy spread ∆Ei = 0 eV has been considered. Dashed
lines indicate the time when electrons arrive onto the specimen (red) and the CCD
camera (blue). The N = 2 case shows that the electron pulse duration at the detector
is increased by 1.3 % and its energy spread is ∼ 0.14 eV. For N = 20, the temporal
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broadening at the detector is 281 fs and the energy spread increases to ∼ 1.38 eV. An
electron pulse containing N = 100 electrons, instead, arrives at the CCD with a tem-
poral duration increased by 58 % (∆t = 395 fs) and an energy resolution of 6.12 eV.
However, this situation is never achieved practically with FE based ultrafast sources,
as the one used in this thesis. Pulses containing N = 2 and N = 20 electrons are typi-
cally used in stroboscopic pump-probe experiments in UTEM. However, in single shot
mode each pulse contains up to 108 electrons and the electron beam spatio-temporal
properties are deeply affected. Figure 1.22 shows the pulse broadening in single shot
Figure 1.22: Temporal and energy broadening of an electron pulse in the single shot mode. The
pulse contains N = 108 electrons. The laser pulse duration is ∆thν = 12 ns.
mode taking into account a laser pulse duration of ∆thν = 12 ns. The pulse duration
at the detector is nearly constant and the pulse energy spread reaches ∼ 6.7 eV. The
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simulation shows that electrons strongly repel each other. The energy spread reaches
5 eV approximately 1 ns after the emission. The energy spread then increases more
slowly as the electrons get further apart and interact less.
Whereas the operation of UTEMs in the single electron regime has enable a dramatic
improvement of their spatio-temporal properties, the poor brightness of photocathode-
based electron guns still limit their application field, making them inadequate for de-
manding applications such as ultrafast electron holography. The solution appeared with
laser driven emission from metallic nanotips [132, 133, 134], that laid the foundations
for Field Emission Gun (FEG) UTEMs.
1.3.5 Conclusions
In this first chapter we first addressed the limits of TEM in investigating the dynamics
of physical processes. In-situ TEM techniques allow to explore phenomena occurring in
the millisecond time scale but experiments with temporal resolution in the nanosecond
range or faster rely on the pump-probe approach. Originally developed in the field of
ultrafast optical spectroscopy, pump-probe experiments have then been implemented in
TEM. Thanks to the interaction between a ultrafast laser source and a metallic emitter,
a pulsed electron beam can be used to probe the modifications induced on a specimen
by external stimuli. Time-resolved TEM provides two approaches: the single-shot and
the stroboscopic mode. The first is performed in Dynamic TEMs and is used to in-
vestigate irreversible phenomena: a single electron pulse contains a sufficient number
of electrons to get an exploitable signal. The second is followed to study reversible
phenomena by using a high number of excitation-observation cycles and is performed
in Ultrafast TEMs. In order to minimized the effect of the Coulomb force among
particles, the beam contains only few electrons. This is called single-electron regime.
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In fact, strong repulsions deeply affect the spatio-temporal properties of the instrument.
Further limitations concerns the electron emitter: the first ultrafast instruments
were brightness-limited by the use of photocathodes-based electron guns. The first im-
plementation of a laser-driven field emission source has been achieved at Caltech, in a
Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM), equipped with a Schottky FEG [135, 136]. Some
years later, at Go¨ttingen University, a JEOL 2100-FEG TEM equipped with a 200 kV
SFEG has been converted into a UTEM [137]. In order to further push the UTEM
and to widen its application field to electron holography [138] and interferometry ap-
plications [139], the FemtoTEM project started in 2010 at CEMES-CNRS in Toulouse.
This project, within which this thesis work has been conducted, aims at developing an
UTEM based on a CFEG architecture [140, ?]. Details on the development of such an




In this chapter a detailed description of the CEMES-CNRS UTEM will be given. The
design and the fabrication of the Ultrafast CFEG as well as the light injection system
will be described. The CFEG UTEM characterization will also be presented: the
emission current, the beam spot size and the current stability will be analysed. The
microscope brightness will be evaluated. Finally, a demonstration of the microscope
performance in several TEM techniques will be given.
2.1 Presentation of the modified Hitachi HF2000 -
FemtoTEM
The microscope that has been modified to develop the CFEG UTEM (referred as Fem-
toTEM in the following) at CEMES-CNRS is a Hitachi HF2000, a CFEG 200 kV-TEM
manufactured by Hitachi High Technologies (HHT) in 1989 [3]. The development of a
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Figure 2.1: (a) Picture of the original HHT HF2000 at CEMES-CNRS. (b) Schematic of the TEM
column. Red labels indicate the modified parts. Purple labels indicates the TEM apertures. (c)
Picture of the FemtoTEM. The optical head is visible on the gun housing. Lens systems highlighted
as in (b). Apertures are highlighted in purple in both (a) and (c). Modified parts highlighted in red
in (c).
UTEM by modifying such a conventional TEM presents some challenges. Figure 2.1(a)
shows a picture of the original HHT HF2000. There is no optical access to inject the
laser beams neither inside the gun nor in the objective lens. To provide a path for the
light inside the electron source, the original external housing (called gun housing) has
been replaced with a modified one, as shown in Figure 2.1(c). The objective lens has
also been modified. It is now equipped with an optomechanical system to inject and
focus the laser on the specimen through a parabolic mirror. The same system can be
used to collect the cathodoluminescence emitted by the sample. We will refer to the
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latter as the Cathodoluminescence-Injection system (CL-I). Despite the modifications,
the microscope column, sketched in Figure 2.1(b), keeps the same electron optics prop-
erties.
The original vacuum system has been improved. Two Faraday cups, F1 and F2, have
been mounted, one on the Condenser Aperture (CA) and one on the beam block above
the fluorescent screen. They are connected to a Keithley 6514 picoammeter to measure
the current emitted in ultrafast mode. In the course of this thesis, we refer to the emis-
sion current as the one measured by F1. The current measured by F1 is half of the total
emission current measured in the gun. An electron biprism (EB) has been inserted in
the Selected Area aperture (SA) plane to perform Ultrafast Electron Holography. The
UTEM has also been equipped with a Gatan 4k x 4k Ultrascan camera and a modified
parallel detection spectrometer Gatan PEELS 666 [66, 141]. Indeed, the original Gatan
CCD camera has been replaced by a PIXIS 256. The latter is coupled with a telescopic
doublet lens located between the scintillator and the camera CCD sensor.
2.1.1 Architecture of the laser-driven CFEG
A detailed scheme of the modified CFEG is given in Figure 2.2 (a). The gun can be
divided in two parts. The top part (i.e. the black box in Figure 2.1 (b)) is called the
optical head. It contains optomechanical components that allow to align the laser beam
on the tip apex and control the laser power and polarization. These components are
attached on an optical breadboard fixed on the gun housing. The laser beam is sent
in the optical head thanks to a periscope. The former goes first through an attenuator
composed of a half-wave plate and a polarizing cube, then onto two piezoelectric mirrors
used to remotely scan and align the laser beam on the tip apex. The laser beam
polarization is controlled by a second half-wave plate. The CCD camera allows to
























Figure 2.2: (a)Ultrafast CFEG and optical head. HWP: Half-Wave Plate. FMM: Flip Mount Mirror.
PW: Power meter. PzM: Piezoelectric Mirror. BS: Beam Splitter. WL: White Light source. OW:
Optical Window. FM: Flat Mirror. PM: Parabolic Mirror. PC: Polarizing Cube. (b) Sketch of the
CFEG tip mounted on a HHT support and the mirror holder.
visualize the nanoemitter as well as the alignment procedure using a white light source.
It can also be used to inspect the flash cleaning operation.
To allow the laser to enter inside the SF6 region, a first optical window has been
created and mounted on the top of the gun housing. The gun itself has been modified
[142]. The CFEG emitter is mounted on a customized metal/ceramic CF40 flange that
includes a second optical window (6 mm of diameter) to inject the laser from the SF6
to the UHV region. The laser is then reflected at 90° by a flat mirror and focused by a
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parabolic mirror (f = 8 mm) into a ∼ 3µm spot radius (1/e2) at the tip apex, as shown
in Figure 2.2 (b). These two mirrors are nested inside a system, called mirror holder
(MH). To minimize the influence of the latter on the distribution of the electric field
in the vicinity of the tip, its geometry is cylindrically symmetric. The diameters of the
flat and the parabolic mirror are, respectively, 8 and 6 mm. An optical pre-alignment
of the mirror holder with respect to the tip apex is realized on a dedicated optical
bench. The modified CF40 is placed on a support, then the laser beam is sent on the
tip apex. To maintain the mirror holder in a stable position, a set of mirror polished
screws is used. Particular attention has been paid to the materials. Both the mirror
holder and the tip support have been produced using non magnetic steel 304L to avoid
any difference in thermal expansion coefficients. Furthermore, all surfaces have been
mirror polished to reach a surface roughness Ra = 0.1µm. After the pre-alignment,
the tip-MH-CF40 system is mounted inside the extractor assembly. The gun is then
evacuated to ∼ 10−7− 10−8 Pa. To ensure UHV operation conditions, the electron gun
is finally baked at 350 °C for nine hours. Eventually, the alignment and focusing are
refined with the two piezoelectric mirrors of the optical head and an external telescope.
Figure 2.3 (a) shows the high voltage configuration of the HF2000. The tip and the
mirror holder are maintained at the same voltage V0 = −150 kV. The extraction anode
is set at a voltage V1 relatively to the tip. V1 can be varied between 2 and 7 kV. The
distance between the tip and the anode is d = 5 mm, while the MH is at less than 1 mm
from the extractor surface. The first anode of the accelerating tube is called focusing
anode or gun lens. It is set at a potential V2 relatively to the tip. The voltage between
V2 and the ground electrode is equally distributed between the different acceleration
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where N represents the number of acceleration stages. (VIS = 26 kV for V0 = −150 kV,
V2 = 20 kV and N = 5). The ratio R =
V2
V1
can be varied between 2 and 13 to change
the position of the full gun crossover.
In the original HF2000, continuous electron emission is obtained for an extraction
(b)(a)
Figure 2.3: (a) High Voltage configuration of the HHT HF2000. V0 represents the acceleration
voltage, V1 the extraction voltage, V2 the gun lens voltage and VF the voltage applied to the tip during
the flash. GH: Gun Horizontal. GT: Gun Tilt. VDA: Vacuum Differential Aperture. (b) Electron
trajectories inside the modified CFEG computed using SIMION 8.1 for different ratios R = V2V1 .
voltage V1 ∼ 2 kV while, in our modified FemtoTEM, the onset for DC emission is at
V1 ∼ 5.2 kV for the same tip, due to the presence of the mirror holder. However, in
ultrafast operation mode, the electron emission is triggered by the pulsed laser and the
extraction voltage is kept smaller than 5.2 kV to avoid DC emission. In this case V1
can be used as a free parameter to adjust the crossover position and the strength of the
gun lens.
Figure 2.3 (b) shows two different electron trajectories computed using SIMION 8.1,
an electron trajectory simulator [143, 144]. These have been obtained for two different
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ratios R = 5 and R = 8 to create a virtual and a real crossover, respectively.
2.1.2 Electron trajectories
All the modifications on the original CFEG have been performed above the extraction
anode, in order to preserve the original electron optics properties. To confirm this
hypothesis, a model of the entire gun has been created using SIMION 8.1 [143, 144],
a Finite Difference Method (FDM) software. The electric field distribution and the
electron trajectories inside the original HF2000 and in the FemtoTEM electron gun
have been computed and compared. Each electrode of the electron gun, except the
electron emitter and the MH, have been obtained from a three dimensional CAD model,
then imported into SIMION and finally converted into a potential array (PA), i.e. a
rectangular grid of points in space, each having a specific voltage. Each element of the
grid is called a grid unit (gu). All the elements are finally combined in the so-called
workbench, defined in (x, y, z) components.
The gun model
The potentials have been calculated using cylindrical coordinates (r,z) where r is the
radial coordinate and z the coordinate along the optical axis. The origin is set at the tip
axis. The entire gun is sketched in Figure 2.4 (a). It is composed of three parts (called
PA instances), defined by different mesh sizes (expressed in mm/gu). They are finally
combined in a unique workbench. Peculiar attention has been paid to the vicinity of the
nanotip apex where the finest mesh of 10−5 mm/gu has been used (Figure 2.4 (c)). The
choice of a proper mesh size is crucial in this region in order to calculate the electric
field and the electron trajectories. In the next instance a mesh size of 0.0005 mm/gu
and a specific extension have been chosen to minimize the calculation time (Figure

























Figure 2.4: FemtoTEM gun model: 21 electron trajectories are shown. (a) Coarsest mesh
(0.045 mm/gu). The circles represent the acceleration anode positions. (b) 0.0005 mm/gu PA is-
tance. Part of the mirror holder and the extraction anode have been used as boundary conditions. (c)
Finest mesh (10−5 mm/gu). (d) Zoom on the tip apex.
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2.4 (b)). Finally, the lowest priority instance has been created with a mesh size of
0.045 mm/gu (Figure 2.4 (a)). It is extended until the end of the CFEG through the
acceleration tube. In order to compare with the original gun, another model has been
created without the MH.
Electron trajectories computation
Electrostatic fields and potentials between electrodes are calculated with SIMION by
resolving the Laplace equation knowing the boundary conditions given by the applied
voltages. In this model the cathode is maintained at V 0 = −150 kV, as well as the MH.

















































Figure 2.5: (a) Electron trajectories inside the entire gun. The figure is divided in two parts to
compare the original and the modified CFEG. Equipotential lines are displayed in blue (original CFEG)
and red (modified CFEG): all of them have the same value. 5 computed trajectories are shown. (b)
Effect of the MH on the electric potential around the tip apex.
The extraction voltage applied to the anode is V 1 = 4 kV relatively to the tip while a
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potential difference V 2 = 20 kV is applied between the electron source and the gun lens.
The electrodes below the latter are kept at a potential such that V IS = 26 kV, following
eq. (2.1). The electron initial positions have been set 10 nm away from the tip surface
(as displayed in Figure 2.4(d)). The particles are distributed on a circle [131]. Figure 2.5
(a) shows the results of the electron trajectory simulation. It is divided in two parts: the
left side represents a section of the original HF2000 gun while the right part represents
the modified CFEG, in which the mirror holder has been added to the model. Five
electron trajectories have been computed in this case. By comparing the trajectories
in the original and modified electron gun, it can be clearly seen that the mirror holder
slightly confines the emitted electrons. Comparing the outermost trajectories, it can
be noticed that the position at the entrance of the condenser aperture (φ ∼ 250µm) is
different in the two cases by about 37 %. Such a difference is clearly visible in Figure 2.5
(a), looking at the enlarged electron trajectories. To better understand the influence
of the MH on the gun optical properties, Electron Optic Design (EOD) simulations
have been performed on a model of the modified gun, with special attention paid to the
spherical and chromatic aberration coefficients [140, 145, 146]. A C3 value of 35 mm
has been calculated for the original gun and 33 mm for the modified source. The small
discrepancy is probably due to the MH confinement before the gun lens. Electrons
are slightly focused with a smaller incidence angle inside the gun lens, decreasing its
contribution to the spherical aberration. Under the same electron optical conditions,
the chromatic aberration coefficient has been evaluated as well. The calculated value
is CC ≈ 10 mm, which lies in the same range as the unmodified CFEG. Another MH
side effect has been evaluated by numerical simulations using SIMION and the Finite
Element Method (FEM) software COMSOL Multiphysics [147]: the magnitude of the
electrostatic field around the tip is reduced by a factor between 2.5 and 3, depending
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on the tip-anode distance [140]. This effect is clearly visible in Figure 2.5 (a): on both
sides the same equipotential lines are displayed and the potential gradient, i.e. the
electric field, can be evaluated. Figure 2.5 (b) gives a detailed view of the zone around
the tip apex.
2.1.3 Light injection and collection from inside the objective
lens
The CL-I system has been designed to inject, align and focus the laser on the specimen
or to collect light emitted from the sample. This system, originally developed in LPS-
Orsay, has been adapted for FemtoTEM in close collaboration with the colleagues from
LPS. It is composed of a parabolic mirror placed above the specimen holder inside the
4.5 mm polepiece gap of the HF2000, as shown in Figure 2.6 (b). The mirror has a focal
distance f = 1 mm and a 300µm hole allowing the electron beam to pass through. It
can be moved from outside by a XYZ translation stage equipped with three micrometric
screws. Figure 2.6 (a) shows the external part of the system. A 10 mm-thick optical
window has been sealed on a tube enabling the laser to be injected inside the column.
The parabolic mirror is mounted at its extremity and the tube can be inserted or
removed. Due to the limited size of the polepiece gap, a suitable specimen holder has
been designed and fabricated. Its shape, visible in Figure 2.6 (a) and (b), allows to
set the sample in the eucentric position and insert the parabolic mirror at the same
time. A CCD camera has been mounted on the standard cold trap port, replacing the
original cold finger, to monitor the insertion-removal procedures to avoid mechanical
interferences. As shown in Figure 2.1 (b), an optical breadboard has been installed in
proximity of the OL for the injection optical set-up. The latter is sketched in Figure
2.7 (a). A piezoelectric mirror is used to precisely align the injection beam on the













Figure 2.6: (a) Picture of the OL polepiece gap of the FemtoTEM. (b) Description of (a). 1: objective
lens upper polepiece. 2: injection tube. The parabolic mirror is installed at its extremity. 3: specimen
holder. 4: objective lens lower polepiece. (c) External view of the injection system. The positions
of the three micrometric screws are highlighted in red. (d) High Resolution TEM image obtained
with the modified TEM operated in DC emission mode on gold nanoparticles. This confirms that no
significant deterioration of the spatial resolution is introduced by the modification performed on the
original HF2000.
specimen with the help of a CCD, used to monitor the procedure. A half-wave plate
has been installed before the optical window to control the laser beam polarization.
For cathodoluminescence experiments, a spectrometer Andor SR303i coupled with a
photodetector (Andor Newton EMCCD) are available on the set up (Figure 2.7 (b)).

















Figure 2.7: (a) and (b): scheme of the CL-I optical breadboard. (a) Injection configuration. (b) CL
configuration. NDF: Neutral Density Filter. OF: Optical Fiber.
An optical fiber can be inserted inside the injection tube to maximize the collected
light.
Despite the modifications, the objective lens aberrations remain unchanged and are,
respectively CS = 1.2 mm and CC = 1.4 mm. Figure 2.6 (d) reports an HR image of
gold nanoparticles showing that the injection system does not affect the microscope
performances. The image has been acquired with FemtoTEM operating at 200 kV in
DC mode and a resolution of 0.2 nm has been achieved.
2.1.4 Ultrafast optics set-up
Our laser system is a compact ultrafast fiber laser (Satsuma, Amplitude Syste`mes),
delivering ultrashort (350 fs), high energy (up to 20µJ) pulses at 1030 nm with a tun-
able repetition rate from single shot to 2 MHz. Figure 2.8 shows a sketch of the optical


























Figure 2.8: Scheme of the optical set-up. PC: polarizing cube. BBO: beta barium borate. DM:
dichroic mirror. HWP: half-wave plate. PW: power meter. FMM: flip mount mirror. P: periscope. D:
dump.
set-up. The primary beam is separated by a polarizing beam splitter cube into one
pump and one probe beam. The maximum power available in the two lines is set by a
half-wave plate placed before the polarizing cube. The laser beam in the probe line is
sent on a 3 mm-thick beta barium borate (BBO) crystal to generate femtosecond pulses
at 515 nm by Second Harmonic Generation (SHG). A computer controlled mechanical
delay line is installed in the pump line to vary the delay between the laser pump and
electron probe pulses. A second half-wave plate is used to adjust the injected pump
power. Both the pump and probe beams are sent toward the CL-I breadboard by two
periscopes (Figure 2.7 (a) and (b)) . Dichroic mirrors are installed after the BBOs to
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filter out the residual fundamental infrared beam. Two telescopes are used to precisely
adjust the laser focusing on the CFEG emitter and the specimen.
In the next section we first characterize the modified electron gun as well as the mi-
croscope properties. Finally, a demonstration of several TEM operation modes are
given.
2.2 Properties of the CFEG UTEM
The characterization of the pulsed electron source is the first step. Thanks to the
results presented in the following, it is possible to understand the emission mechanism,
evaluate the emission region of the nanotip and measure the electron pulse duration.
2.2.1 The ultrafast electron source
Figure 2.9 (a) is a map of the probe current detected by F1. It has been obtained
by scanning the laser on the tip apex using one of the piezoelectric mirrors of the
optical head. The emission region, evaluated by fitting the current map, has a FWHM
of 2.95 ± 0.07µm2. With an incident laser power of 4.5 mW at a repetition rate
f = 1 MHz, the maximum value of probe current is ∼ 2.7 pA. The average number of
emitted electrons per pulse is 18. Such a scan is routinely recorded when starting the
experiment just after the initial flash-cleaning and the high voltage build-up. The laser
position on the tip apex as well as the focus are finely adjusted to maximize the emitted
current. The latter lies in the 2− 3 pA for a laser power WLAS = 5 mW at f = 1 MHz.
When the laser is properly focused on the tip apex, the emitted current is maximum
when the laser electric field is oriented parallel to the tip axis [132]. On the contrary,
when the electrons are emitted from the tip shank, the maximum current is obtained
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Figure 2.9: (a) Map of the probe current measured by F1. (b) Dependence of the probe current on
the polarization angle. (c) Logarithmic plot of the probe current as a function of the average laser
power. (d) Autocorrelation measurement of the probe current.
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for an incident polarization perpendicular to the tip axis. Figure 2.9 (b) shows the
probe current polarization dependence and demonstrates that the electrons are emitted
at the tip apex.
Figure 2.9 (c) presents an example of measurement of the dependence of the probe
current on the incident laser power. The values of the nonlinearity order that we have
deduced from our experiments span a broad range between 2.5 and 3.5. This is probably
related to their sensitivity to several experimental parameters such as the focusing of
the laser beam on the nanotip apex. As shown in the theoretical results of Figure 1.20,
the fact that the effective nonlinearity is larger than 2 suggests that the electron gas
is strongly perturbed in our experimental conditions. In this case, the temporal and
spectral widths depend on the laser intensity incident on the nanotip. This motivates
the investigations described in the next chapter aiming at characterizing in-situ the
spectro-temporal properties of the electron pulse. Finally, two-pulse autocorrelation
measurements of the probe current are reported in Figure 2.9 (d). The laser beam has
been split into two paths, then recombined and sent onto the CFEG emitter. One of the
two paths involves a delay line used to change the delay between two laser pulses. The
probe current is recorded as a function of the delay. The FWHM of the autocorrelation
signal is 360 fs. The 515 nm laser pulses used in our experiments have a time FWHM of
250 fs. The intensity autocorrelation measurement of these laser pulses has a FWHM of
400 fs. The fact that the FWHM of our correlation measurements on the probe current
is smaller than 400 fs is due to the increased nonlinearity order of the emission in our
experimental conditions. These results also suggest that cumulative heating effect can
be neglected. This conclusion is also supported by an estimation of the temperature
increase inside the nanotip apex which is of the order of 10 K.
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2.2.2 Probe current stability
Figure 2.10 (a) shows the long-term stability of the probe current. The red curve
displays the probe current evolution during 9 hours. The nanotip has been flash-
cleaned before the experiment. An initial current IP ∼ 2.7 pA has been obtained with
an average laser power WLAS = 7.15 mW, a repetition rate f = 1 MHz, an extraction
voltage V1 = 4 kV and a ratio R = 5. Usually, the decrease in current in a DC
CFEG is due to the tip surface contamination, but in laser-driven emission optical
misalignments can also contribute. In order to discriminate the two effects, we repeated
the same experiment, re-optimizing the laser position on the nanoemitter every hour.
The inset of Figure 2.10 (a) shows the laser position on the tip apex each hour after the
optimization, confirming the stability of the optical set-up. As the black curve in Figure
2.10 (a) shows, the current decreases similarly even with a periodic reoptimization of
the optical alignment. This confirms that the main reason of the long term drift of the
probe current is the contamination, as for a normal DC CFEG. Current fluctuations
have been studied by Todokoro et al. [148]. This study highlighted the influence of the
ion bombardment on the tip surface and the importance of the vacuum quality inside the
electron gun. Improvements in UHV conditions as well as new flash-cleaning technology
will allow to improve the long-term current stability. Short-term stability, also known as
flicker noise [149], has been studied by recording the emitted current during 5 minutes
several times. Our ultrafast CFEG has a flicker noise of approximately 8%. This value
is larger than DC CFEGs, which have a flicker noise of approximately 1%. The main
causes of flicker noise in DC cold field emission are: absorption/desorption of atoms and
molecules as well as their migration on the tip surface and thermally induced transition
of bonding states of adsorbed molecules [1]. In ultrafast electron emission, another
cause of flicker noise could be the variation in the SHG intensity. To discriminate this
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Figure 2.10: (a) Long term current stability measurements. The tip has been flash-cleaned before
the experiment. The red curve is the probe current evolution measured during 9 hours. The black
curve has been obtained by optimizing the laser position every hour. Inset: position of the laser
on the nanotip each hour. (b) Short term stability of the probe current (bottom) and simultaneous
measurement of the SHG intensity (top).
effect, both the probe current and the laser intensity have been acquired, as shown
in Figure 2.10 (b). The probe current noise is detected even blanking the laser beam
directed to the electron emitter, i.e. when the current is zero. In order to evaluate
the influence of the SHG intensity fluctuations on the overall probe current noise, we
can consider from equation (1.25) that the number of electrons, Ne, emitted through





where αn takes into account several factors, such as the absorbing material and the
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If we consider the
∆Nph
Nph
= 2% variation in the SHG intensity of our set-up and a two-
photon photoemission process (n = 2), the consequent oscillation of the electron number
is 4%. This shows that SHG intensity fluctuations are not the only cause of current
instabilities, but play a major role together with contamination, particles diffusion and
detection noise.
2.2.3 FemtoTEM optimization
Figure 2.11: Electron spot radius as a function of the extraction voltage in virtual (R = 5) and real
(R = 8) crossover modes.
The optimization of the electron optics properties allowed to push FemtoTEM to
optimal performances depending on the chosen technique. The electron spot size, cur-
rent and brightness have been studied as a function of the extraction voltage, the ratio
R = V2
V1
and the number of electrons per pulse. Figure 2.11 reports the variation of the
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spot radius in both real and virtual crossover configuration as a function of the extrac-
tion voltage. The electron beam has been triggered by a laser power WLAS = 6 mW
(λSHG = 515 nm) at a repetition rate f = 1 MHz. The line profile of electron spots
has been extracted from a UTEM image, then the spot radius has been evaluated from
the FWHM of a gaussian fit. In virtual crossover condition (R = 5), the electron spot
radius slightly varies from 3.4 to ∼ 4.4 nm and the smallest size has been obtained for
V1 = 4 kV. On the contrary, in real crossover mode, the spot size decreases from ∼ 6.3
to ∼ 3.6 nm. The large confidence interval for V1 = 2.5 kV is related to the low signal
to noise ratio due to the reduced probe current. These systematic experiments allowed
to select the optimum V1 and V2 values that give the smallest spot size. A further opti-
misation of the gun alignment by gun deflection coils adjustment has yielded a smaller
spot size (d = 4.42 nm for R = 5 and d = 3.2 nm for R = 8). Figure 2.12 shows the
Figure 2.12: Electron spot radius as a function of R. A parallel beam, obtained for ratios between 6
and 6.8, do not present crossovers.
spot size evolution as a function of the ratio R. The extraction voltage has been set to
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V1 = 4 kV. For R = 5, a virtual crossover is formed in the tip apex. Increasing the
ratio, the effect of the gun lens (V2) becomes more important and the gun crossover
position changes. The illumination system after the gun demagnifies the source image
R=5 R=5.1 R=5.2 R=5.3 R=5.4
R=5.5 R=5.6 R=5.7 R=5.8 R=5.9
R=6.9 R=7
R=7.1 R=7.2 R=7.3 R=7.4 R=7.5
R=7.6 R=7.7 R=7.8 R=7.9 R=8
R=6 R=6.1 R=6.8
Figure 2.13: Electron spots for different ratios. Data framed in red show the spot size and shape for
a parallel beam. Scales: 10 nm
and its effect is stronger when the crossover position is farther from the first condenser
lens. This is visible in both Figure 2.12 and Figure 2.13, which report that the spot
radius increases up to 6.5 nm for R = 5.9. Ratios between 6 and 6.8, cannot be used
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practically due to the strong influence of the gun aberrations: when the source switches
between virtual and real crossover, the electron beam appears as shown in Figure 2.13,
inside the red rectangles. For R ≥ 6.9 the microscope is in real crossover condition.
In this case, a stronger V2 brings the gun crossover away from the first condenser lens,
reducing the spot size to ∅ ∼ 1.6 nm for R=8.
Figure 2.14 shows how the spot radius changes as a function of the energy per pulse
(EPP). These experiments have been performed with the extraction voltage V1 = 4 kV,
the ratio R = 5 and the laser repetition rate f = 2 MHz. The measured radius varies
from 1.4 nm (EPP ∼ 2.2 nJ), to ∼ 2 nm (EPP ∼ 3.75 nJ). Our hypothesis is that both
the coulombic repulsion inside the pulse and the effect of higher laser powers triggering
electron emission from a larger zone, increase the virtual source size and hence the spot
dimension.
Figure 2.14: Electron spot radius a function of the energy per pulse. Label: number of electrons per
pulse.
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2.2.4 Measurement of brightness and angular current density
To conclude the characterization of the UTEM electron source, the brightness has been
experimentally evaluated. However, in the case of a UTEM, the electron beam is pulsed
at the same frequency as the laser. Therefore, instead of using equation (1.18), we have











f being the laser repetition rate, N the number of electrons per pulse and e the ele-
mentary charge. 2r0 = d0 and
α1
2
are the source size and the divergence semi-angle,
respectively. We have determined the time-averaged brightness in both virtual and
real cross-over conditions (trajectories in Figure 2.3 (b)). The microscope has been
set in ANALYSIS mode (equivalent to NANOPROBE or CBD mode in FEI and Jeol
microscopes, respectively) to maximize the demagnification of the illumination system
and a 30µm STEM aperture has been used to limit the effect of the condenser lenses
spherical aberration. For this experiment we set V1 = 4 kV. Figure 2.15 shows the re-
quired information to calculate the microscope brightness, obtained in virtual crossover
mode (R = 5). Figure 2.15 (a) allows to measure a spot radius r0 = 2 nm (evalu-
ated from the FWHM of the intensity profile shown in Figure 2.15 (b)), while Figure
2.15 (c) allows to evaluate the beam convergence semi-angle (α1/2 ∼ 6 mrad, in this
configuration) from the size of the associated Convergent Beam Electron Diffraction
(CBED) disk [151]. A probe current of ∼ 80 fA at 1 MHz has been measured with
the Faraday cup F2. By neglecting the aberration contribution to the spot size, the
brightness is B = 5.8 · 107 A ·m−2 · Sr−1. Under the same experimental conditions, the
probe current measured by F1 is ∼ 2.5 pA. The difference between the two currents
is due to aberrations. The HF2000 is an almost 30-years-old microscope and thus the
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Figure 2.15: Experimental measurement of the brightness in virtual crossover mode.(a) Electron
spot of 4 nm diameter acquired with a 30µm STEM aperture. (b) Line profile of the spot shown in
(a). (c) CBED pattern of a Si specimen oriented in the (220) direction. (d) CBED transmitted disk
obtained with a 100µm STEM aperture. The shadow image of the beam block/F2 is visible inside the
disk.
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performances of the new ultrafast CFEG should be improved with a recent state-of-
the-art TEM. Nevertheless, even if the experiment has been performed at f = 1 MHz
instead of f = 250 kHz (as reported in [137]), the measured brightness is the highest
ever measured in an ultrafast TEM.
The brightness has also been evaluated in real crossover condition (V1 = 4 kV, R = 8).
With a spot size radius r0 = 4 nm, α1/2 ∼ 6 mrad and a current measured by F2
of ∼ 122 fA the brightness is B = 2.2 · 107 A ·m−2 · Sr−1. By considering that each
∼ 350 fs-electron pulse is emitted every 1µs, the brightness obtained for a hypothetical
continuous emission with the same instantaneous number of electrons is of the order of
1013A ·m−2 · Sr−1, comparable to conventional DC CFEG TEMs. This confirms that
despite the modifications of the electron gun the electron optics properties of the mi-
croscope are maintained. However, the main drawback of the ultrafast operation mode
is the considerable decrease of the total beam current, as we will see in the next studies.
We will now evaluate the angular density, which is an important figure of merit. Figure
2.15 (d) shows the CBED transmitted disk obtained with a 100µm STEM aperture.
The current measured by F2 allows to evaluate an angular current density of 2 nA · Sr−1.
Once the brightness and the angular current density are known, it is possible to cal-
culate the virtual source size dimension. The latter lies in the 5 − 10 nm range and is
comparable to the one measured in a standard CFEG [1]. This result is in line with
the results of Ehberger et al. [138] who demonstrated that the virtual source size of
a nanoemitter in DC and laser driven emission are similar. The discrepancy between
the source size reported in their study and the one we calculated [?] is probably due
to a difference in the apex dimension of the W nanotip used in the two experiments
(r ∼ 10 nm).
In the following the potential of FemtoTEM for conventional TEM experiments will be
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presented. Imaging, diffraction in parallel (Selected Area Electron Diffraction, SAED)
and convergent beam (CBED) as well as Electron Energy Loss Spectroscopy (EELS)
have been performed using the femtosecond electron beam at 150 keV.
2.2.5 Demonstration of operation as a TEM
Figure 2.16 (a) shows a TEM image of a silicon lamella while Figure 2.16 (b) and (c)
reports High Resolution (HR) images of a Catalase crystal. In Figure 2.16 (d) and
(e) electron diffraction patterns in SAED and CBED are shown, respectively. Figure
2.16 (d) shows a SAED pattern of a Titanium aluminide (TiAl) γ-phase crystal and
Figure 2.16 (e) a CBED pattern close to the [110] zone axis of a silicon crystal. The
resolution in both diffraction and HR are comparable to the ones obtained with the
original HF2000. A lattice spacing of 0.9 nm in a Crocidolite crystal has been resolved
in ultrafast operation mode. The achieved resolution in ultrafast mode is slightly worse
than the 0.2 nm obtained with DC emission on gold nanoparticles (Figure 2.7 (d)). This
difference is mainly due to mechanical instabilities during the long exposure time (150 s)
required by the low-dose conditions of the ultrafast operation. In DC CFEG TEMs,
the emission current is typically set to 10µA and the corresponding probe current,
with a 30µm STEM aperture in ANALYSIS mode, is usually around 100 pA. Under
the same electron optical conditions (V1 = 4 kV, R = 5), with an average laser power
WLAS = 6 mW at f = 1 MHz, the emission current is ∼ 2.5 pA (corresponding to 15
epp) and the probe current is ∼ 80 fA. Current values are limited by the tip withstand.
The tungsten tip endurance has been studied on a nanoemitter (apex size ∼ 100 nm)
irradiated with 800 nm femtosecond laser pulses at 1 kHz repetition rate [152]. They
reported that the laser power to yield 10 epp is close to the damage threshold. How-
ever, several experiments have been performed in FemtoTEM using up to ∼ 40 epp
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Figure 2.16: (a) Ultrafast TEM image of a Si lamella (repetition rate f = 1 MHz, number of electrons
per pulse Nepp = 12.5, exposure time texp = 100 s, binning 1). (b) and (c) Ultrafast HR images of
biological Catalase crystal (f = 2 MHz, Nepp = 11, texp = 150 s, binning 4). (d) Ultrafast SAED
pattern of TiAl γ-phase crystal oriented in [110] direction (f = 1 MHz, Nepp = 12.5, texp = 150 s,
binning 2). (e) Ultrafast CBED pattern oriented close to the [110] direction of a Si crystal (f = 1 MHz,
Nepp = 12.5, texp = 100 s, binning 1). (f) Ultrafast EELS of a boron nitride crystal (f = 2 MHz,
Nepp = 6.25, texp = 1 s for the low loss region, 60 s for core loss).
(i.e. IE = 6.4 pA at 1 MHz) and no modifications in the source performance have been
noticed. This discrepancy could be attributed to the difference in the dimension of the
apexes and in the optical parameters (laser wavelength, repetition rate, pulse duration).
The shorter optical wavelenght used in our experiments indeed yields a higher emission
efficiency. Further experiments are necessary to better clarify this aspect.
Figure 2.16 (f) reports a Boron Nitride (BN) ultrafast EELS obtained in virtual crossover
condition. The microscope has been set in ANALYSIS and diffraction mode with 0.15 m
camera length. The bulk plasmon signal is visible in the low-loss region, while the
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boron and carbon K edge are observed in the core-loss region (188 eV and 284 eV, re-
spectively). The Zero Loss Peak (ZLP) has been studied to determine the influence
Figure 2.17: Zero Loss Peak acquired for different extraction voltages: V1 = 3, 4, 5 and 6 kV. FWHM
are ∆E = 1.32, 1.33, 1.38 and 1.41 eV, respectively.
of the extraction voltage and the number of electrons per pulse on the energy reso-
lution. Figure 2.17 shows the ZLP intensity as a function of the extraction voltage




pulse contains 6 electrons. For V1 = 4 kV the ZLP has a FWHM of 1.32 eV while for
V1 = 6 kV the FWHM is 1.41 eV. Therefore, the extraction voltage has only a weak or
no influence on the electron energy spread in our CFEG-UTEM. The energy spread of
our femtosecond electron pulses is significantly larger than the one of conventional DC
CFEG TEMs. It is related both to the ultrafast dynamics of the electron gas and to
Coulomb interactions among the emitted electrons during their propagation along the
UTEM column [125].
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Figure 2.18: (a) ZLPs acquired for different numbers of electrons per pulse. Inset: A ZLP acquired
in an unmodified HHT HF2000 CFEG-TEM. (b) FemtoTEM energy resolution as a function of Nepp.
Figure 2.18 reports on the energy resolution variation as a function of the number of
electrons per pulse. V1 = 4 kV, R = 5 and the repetition rate is set to 2 MHz. From
the ZLP analyses in Figure 2.18 (b) we notice that the FWHM decreases from 1.61 eV
at 10 epp to 1.08 eV for 0.1 epp. This ultimate energy resolution has been obtained for
less than one electron per pulse. In this case, the coulombic repulsion does not play
any role. As discussed in paragraph 1.3.3, it is the ultrafast electron dynamics that
determines this minimum value of the energy spread. The experimental ZLPs show the
same asymmetry as the simulated spectrum in Figure 1.19 (b), confirming the reliability
of the model.
2.3 Conclusion
In this chapter FemtoTEM has been presented. First, we showed the modifications on
the original Hitachi HF2000 CFEG and objective lens, then we described the ultrafast
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optical set-up. Secondly, characteristics and performances of the machine have been
given.
By employing the ultrafast laser source and electron beam we will show in the next
chapter how to exploit them to perform the first pump-probe experiment by using a
UTEM technique: Electron Energy Gain Spectroscopy.
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Chapter 3
In-situ characterization of the
spectro-temporal properties of the
ultrashort electron pulses
This chapter reports on the first ultrafast pump-probe experiment performed in Fem-
toTEM. The spectro-temporal resolution of the instrument is characterized in-situ in
an electron-photon cross-correlation experiment based on the detection of electron en-
ergy gains. We first summarize the theoretical description of the interaction between
an ultrashort electron pulse and a femtosecond laser pulse as proposed by Park et al.
[153]. Afterwards, the theoretical model is used to study the influence of different ex-
perimental parameters on the gain spectra. We then extract the electron pulse chirp
under different conditions from the experimental Electron Energy Gain maps. Finally,
numerical simulations are performed to determine and compare to experiments the
electron pulse duration.
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3.1 Electron Energy Gain Spectroscopy
Electron Energy Gain Spectroscopy (EEGS) is a UTEM technique that characterizes
the optical or vibrational excitations of nanostructured systems from the detection of
electrons which have gained energy during their interaction with the sample. Howie
first proposed the possibility to observe the electron energy gains induced on a specimen
simultaneously illuminated by an electron and a laser beam, both in a STEM image
or in electron loss spectra. In the latter, a very weak gain peak was expected [154].
The optical characterization of nanosystems in electron microscopes has been intially
performed using Electron Energy Loss Spectroscopy [155]. However, the exploration of
the low-energy region of the spectrum to extract signatures of the optical excitations is
made difficult by the tail of the ZLP. Garcia de Abajo and Kociak [156] proposed Elec-
tron Energy Gain Spectroscopy (EEGS) as an alternative to overcome this limitation
by exploiting the interaction of fast electrons with the evanescent electric field in the
vicinity of a nanostructure. The first experimental observation of an EEG spectrum
has been achieved by Barwick et al. [157]. By filtering the electrons that have gained
energy, they succeeded in imaging the optical near-field around a multiwalled carbon
nanotube and silver nanowires with a spatial resolution around 5 nm and a temporal
resolution of 100 fs.
3.1.1 Electron-photon interaction
The coupling between electrons and photons in free space is forbidden due to the energy-
momentum mismatch. As sketched in Figure 3.1, an electron passing from a state kI
to a state kF experiences a variation of energy and momentum ∆E and ∆p. The ratio
∆E
c∆p
is the local slope of the dispersion relation highlighted by the purple line in Figure
3.1. A photon can provide the required energy but not the related momentum at the
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Figure 3.1: Relativistic dispersion relation of electrons (black) and photons (red).
same time (or vice-versa) as can be noticed from the red dotted line. In order to couple
electrons and photons, both the energy and momentum must be conserved and hence
the two slopes must be the same. In free space, this is the case for instance when elec-
trons are travelling faster than light in the medium. This is the case of the (inverse)
Cherenkov effect [158].
Electrons and photons can couple in free space by mean of a third system or a particle
as in the Kapitza-Dirac effect [159]. An electron is sent onto a stationary light wave,
which acts as an optical grating. The latter transfers a momentum to the electron that
is elastically scattered at an angle equal to the angle of incidence, like in Bragg’s law
[159]. Although theoretically predicted in 1933, the lack of powerful enough light source
precluded the experimental demonstration of this effect until the end of the last cen-
tury [160, 161]. The inverse Smith-Purcell effect is another example of electron-photon









Figure 3.2: Schematic representation of the electron-photon interaction obtained in FemtoTEM. The
nanosized extremity of the tungsten emitter has been used to create the evanescent electric field.
coupling via a third body. In this case, a metallic grating is used to meet the energy
and momentum conservation requirements [162].
Electron-photon coupling can also result from the confinement of either the electron or
the electromagnetic field. For instance, an electromagnetic wave incident on a nanos-
tructure creates an evanescent electric field that can provide the necessary extra momen-
tum to couple electrons and photons (Figure 3.2). In particular, the field component
parallel to the electron motion yields efficient interactions between electrons and light.
In the next paragraph, more details on the coupling via a scattered electric field will
be given as well as the theoretical formalism of the process.
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3.1.2 EEGS: theoretical formalism
The theoretical formalism described in the following has been proposed by Park et al..
Its main conclusions are in agreement with the prior work by Garcia de Abajo and
Kociak [156]. All numerical simulations presented in the following are based on this
approach. In particular, we use it to evaluate the effect of the experimental parameters
(i.e. incident laser electric field, electron probe size, electron and laser pulse duration)
on the EEG spectrum [153]. The description of the interaction between an ultrashort
electron pulse and a femtosecond laser pulse is based on the resolution of the time-
dependent Schro¨dinger equation.
We assume that an electromagnetic field polarized in the xˆ-direction with angular fre-
quency ω is incident on a nanostructure. This incident electric field polarizes the nanos-
tructure. This polarization is the source of a secondary electric field that acts back on
the electrons. The electron wavefunction at a certain time t is defined as follows:
ψ(z, t) = g(z − vet, t)exp[i(kez − ωet)] (3.1)
where ωe is the electron wave angular frequency and ke the wavenumber. g(z−vet, t) is
called the moving envelope function. It describes the electron pulse profile at time t. The
electron interaction with the evanescent electric field created around the nanostructure




(pe − qeA)2 + qeV (3.2)
in which me, qe = −e and pe are the electron mass, charge and momentum. A and V are
the vector and scalar potential, respectively. Choosing the Coulomb gauge (∇ ·A = 0)
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ωp being the photon angular frequency. Because pe is large, the term A · pˆe is dominant
and the A2-term is negligible. E˜ = E(r; kp, E0) exp[−iωpt] is the complex representation
of the scattered electric field. The term in equation (3.3) containing E˜ and E˜∗ deter-
mines the processes of absorption and emission of photons. Solving the time-dependent
Schro¨dinger equation i~(∂/∂t)Ψ(r, t) = HΨ(r, t) yields the envelope function after the
interaction, i.e. at time t→∞:




























where z′ = z − vet and σp is the standard deviation of the gaussian representing the
temporal profile of the laser pulse. g(z′,−∞) is the envelope function before the inter-
action. The term F˜z(
ωp
ve
) that appears in equation (3.4) is the Fourier transform of the


















where we set z′′ = z′ + vet. The component of the electric field along the electron
trajectory governs the electron-photon coupling. Fz depends on different parameters
reported in Figure 3.3, such as the impact parameter b and the angle φ with respect
to the light polarization. Replacing equation (3.4) in (3.1), we obtain the electron
wavefunction after the interaction:




′) exp[i(ke + n
ωp
ve
)z − i(ωe + nωp)t]. (3.6)
The latter is a superposition of wavelets with energy and momentum respectively given






























Figure 3.3: Electron-photon coupling in the vicinity of a nanocylinder. A propagating electron, the
incident radiation, the scattered field and the nanocylinder section (radius a) are represented. b is the
impact parameter of the electron. The electron and incident laser beam propagate both along the zˆ
direction. The incident light field is polarized along the xˆ direction. The yˆ direction is the cylinder
symmetry axis.
Jn are Bessel functions of the first kind of order n. Each wavelet in equation 3.6
represents a quantum state in which electrons have absorbed or emitted n photons.
Finally, the occupation probability of this nth state can be obtained by integrating over
the entire electron pulse envelope:
















As |Jn(x)|2 = |J−n(x)|2, the probabilities of emission and absorption of n photons are
the same.
For low intensity of the incident radiation, i.e. eF˜z~ω  1, Bessel functions can be
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Figure 3.4: Electron energy spectra at different time delays. (a) At time τ = 2 ps, electrons do
not interact with photons and the energy spectrum, in absence of any other interaction, is a ZLP.
(b) When pump and probe are temporally overlapped, electrons interact with the evanescent field
around the nanostructure and the entire population is distributed in sidebands that are all spectrally
separated by the energy of incident photons (2.4 eV in this case). Sideband positions are marked with
blue dashed vertical lines. The spectra have been simulated for a tungsten nanocylinder (a = 50 nm)
using equation (3.11). The electron beam passes 10 nm away from the cylinder surface and has an
energy spread ∆E = 0.4 eV. The laser intensity has been set to 7.5 · 108 W/cm2. Electron and laser
pulse durations are 350 fs and 280 fs, respectively.
approximated as (Jn ≈ (1/n!)(eFz/2~ω)2). The probability is then directly related to
the intensity of the incident radiation:









In the particular case n = 1, equation (3.9) is reduced to [164]:

















In the case of high power optical excitation (eF˜z/~ω  n2), higher order interactions
develop between the optical field and free electrons yielding a more complex dynam-
ics characterized by multiple photon sidebands. By manipulating equation (3.4) it is
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Figure 3.4 shows a typical EEGS spectrum (orange curve) and a Zero Loss Peak (ZLP)
(blue curve) computed in the vicinity of an infinite tungsten cylinder. The electric field
has been computed with the Mie theory. From the comparison between the two, we
can notice that in EEGS the ZLP is depleted and sidebands appear. The latter are
populated by electrons that absorbed or emitted photons during the interaction with
the evanescent electric field. The energy spacing between the peaks is equal to the
incident photon energy ~ω (2.4 eV in our case).
EEGS is a powerful technique allowing to obtain informations on the local electric
field in proximity of a nano-sized system illuminated by a laser pulse. However, other
parameters such as the electron pulse duration and the electron spot size modify the
spectrum.
3.1.3 Influence of experimental parameters on EEGS
The following simulations have been performed by exploiting equations (3.11) to (3.15).
A tungsten nanocylinder (a = 200 nm) has been considered. The electron energy spread







































Figure 3.5: EEGS for different incident laser electric field strength. The electron pulse duration has
been set to 350 fs and the spot size is 1 nm.
has been set to 1.1 eV. The laser pulse duration is 280 fs. We investigated the influence
of the laser electric field strength, the electron pulse duration and the electron spot size.
The incident laser intensity determines the magnitude of the evanescent field created
around the nanostructure that couples with free propagating electrons. Figure 3.5 shows
how EEGS is modified depending on the incident laser electric field strength. If the
nanostructure is not illuminated, electron-photon interaction does not occur. Electrons
neither lose nor gain energy and their energy distribution, in absence of any sample,






































Figure 3.6: EEGS for different electron pulse durations. The incident electric field has been set to
0.075 V/nm and the spot size is 1 nm.
is a ZLP (blue curve). With moderate laser intensity (IL = 8.3 · 106 W/cm2, E0 =
0.025 V/nm), the scattered electric field has a non-zero component along the electron
motion direction and the coupling becomes possible. By increasing the incident laser
intensity, the scattered photon population increases and multiple photon absorption (or
emission) is more probable as confirmed by equations (3.11). In this case, higher energy
sidebands are occupied.
Figure 3.6 shows how the electron pulse duration σe affects electron energy gains. The











































Figure 3.7: (a) Schematic representation of the simulation. The laser and electron pulses are drawn
in green and blue, respectively. The evanescent electric field is sketched in orange. The half-normal
distributions represent the electrons that interact with the scattered photons. (b) EEGS for different
electron spot sizes. The incident electric field has been set to 0.075 V/nm and the electron pulse
duration to 280 fs. In label the FWHM of the gaussian spatial distribution of the electron pulse.
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modifications of the spectra are related to the fraction of electrons that interacts with
the 280 fs laser pulse. This fraction becomes smaller and smaller as σe increases.
Figure 3.7 (b) shows how critical is the spot size. 5 different spot sizes (1 nm, 20 nm,
50 nm, 250 nm, 3000 nm) have been taken into account. These dimensions refer to the
FWHM of a gaussian spatial intensity profile. In order to investigate the influence
of the spot size keeping the same laser electric field intensity, we supposed that the
electron gaussian spatial profile has its average value at 5 nm from the cylinder surface,
as sketched in Figure 3.7 (a). Using a small electron probe size (1 nm), it is possible
to obtain a fingerprint of the electric field at a certain position. This allows to map
the evanescent field around the nanostructure. The increase of the electron spot size
causes a loss of information. Since the electric field spatial extension is limited by
the nanostructure geometry, a large electron spot collects several contributions from
regions where the electric field is zero. This explains the very low EEGS signal for a
3µm electron spot.
3.2 Temporal characterization of ultrashort electron
pulses
In addition to the detection of the electric field and the investigation of the optical
excitations in nanostructures, EEGS allows the temporal characterization of an electron
packet [157, 164, 137]. After emission, an electron pulse develops a chirp, i.e. an energy-
time correlation, because electrons with higher energies lead, while those with lower
energies lag. This effect is enhanced in pulses containing a high number of electrons
due to the coulombic repulsion among particles.
To control the electron chirp allows to change and improve the spatio-temporal and
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spectral resolution of the instrument [164]. During the propagation, an electron pulse
expands both in longitudinal and transverse directions. While the latter can be partially
compensated by the focusing effect of electromagnetic lenses, longitudinal broadening
is harder to control and several solutions have been proposed. For instance, the use of
a so called reflectron, i.e. an electrostatic mirror, or radiofrequency (RF) electric fields
[165] can be used to reverse the chirp and hence reduce the electron pulse duration [166].
The latter, in fact, alternatively produces a deceleration of leading electrons inside the
pulse and an acceleration of the trailing ones but the design and realization of such
cavities, as well as the synchronization between the electron pulses and the RF electric
field are quite challenging.
EEGS allows to determine the electron pulse chirp as the stroboscopic pump-probe
approach allows to temporally select electrons and obtain informations on their energy
distribution. Reconstructing a map of electron spectra at different time delays, it is
possible to visualize the chirp as the slope of the time-energy maps. The theoretical
description of EEGS previously presented does not take into account the chirp of the
electron pulse. To this purpose, we have to consider the temporal overlap between the
pump optical pulse and the electron probe, as described in ref. [164]. We define t¯ and
t¯p as the time when the electron and the laser pulse arrive on the sample, respectively.
At positive time delay, τ ≡ t¯ − t¯p > 0, the laser pulse arrives first. Faster electrons
with average energy E ′ interact with the optical pulse and part of this population will
occupy sidebands with a certain probability (described by equations (3.8) and (3.11)).
Reducing the delay, the temporal overlap between the laser and electron pulses increases
and the average energy of interacting electrons is E < E ′. For negative time delays
the electron pulse arrives on the specimen plane before the laser pulse and only slower
electrons (E ′′ < E) interact with the scattered photons. This is schematically described
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Figure 3.8: Schematic representation of the electron chirp. Green, red and brown curves represent
the time distribution of photons (p), electrons (e−) and the perfect overlap between the two. For the
sake of simplicity, pulses have been considered having the same duration. Black and white vertical
stripes represent the photon and electron population interacting during the temporal overlap. E, E′
and E′′ are the average energy of the fraction of interacting electrons. Electrons with different energies
contribute to the chirped electron signal.
in Figure 3.8.
3.2.1 Characterization of chirped electron pulses
In order to temporally characterize the electron pulse and evaluate its chirp, a TEM
sample has been prepared by Focused Ion Beam (FIB) by cutting the extremity of
a traditional TEM tungsten < 310 >-oriented nanotip and positioning it on a FIB
lift-out grid, as shown in Figure 3.9. Once the specimen position has been optimized
in FemtoTEM to properly visualize the nanotip, the laser beam has been aligned and
focused on the tip apex with the help of the CCD installed on the CL-I optical bread-
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100 μm
25 μm
Figure 3.9: < 310 >-oriented tungsten nanotip mounted on a FIB lift-out grid.
board (Figure 2.7 (a) and (b)) that records the image of the specimen collected by the
parabolic mirror inserted inside the polepiece gap. The pump wavelength is 515 nm and
the pulse average power measured on the optical bench (Figure 2.8) was 595 mW. The
repetition rate has been set to 2 MHz. FemtoTEM has been set in diffraction mode.
The position of the electron beam with respect to the nanotip has been optimized by
looking at the shadow image inside the transmitted spot.
A sequential acquisition of 52 EEG spectra with a step of 50 fs has been interspersed
with the same number of ZLP acquisitions to correct a posteriori a drift in the spec-
trometer. Each spectrum has been acquired for t = 10 s. The prism entrance aperture
was 1 mm and the energy dispersion 0.05 eV/channel. Figure 3.10 reports on electron
absolute (left column) and difference (central column) spectra as a function of the time
delay for different numbers of electrons per pulse. Difference spectra have been ob-
tained by subtracting from the EEGS signal a spectrum acquired at a large time delay
(i.e. a ZLP). The wavy profile is due to instabilities of the spectrometer that have been
only partially corrected. In the absolute spectra is clearly visible the variation of the
electron population as a function of the time delay: when the electron and laser pulses
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Figure 3.10: Energy gain absolute (left) and difference (center) spectra maps acquired for different
numbers of electrons per pulse. (a) and (e): 4 epp. (b) and (f): 3.28 epp. (c) and (g): 2.34 epp. (d)
and (h): 0.59 epp. Each map is composed of 52 EEGS spectra acquired every 50 fs. Spectra drift has
been corrected during the map reconstruction. Right column: evaluation of the electron chirp in four
different gain difference maps. Dashed lines represent linear fit on experimental results.
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Figure 3.11: Electron chirp plotted as a function of the number of electrons per pulse.
are synchronized, the Zero Loss Peak (ZLP) depletes and the electrons populate the
sidebands. This explains the large negative intensity in the difference spectra.
The electron chirp coefficient, ∂t¯E/∂E, is visible in both cases and highlighted in Fig-
ure 3.10 (right column) by white dashed lines. It has been evaluated by a home-made
software, taking into account the coordinates (E ′, τ¯) of the signal minima in the dif-
ference spectra for each acquired spectrum. As Figure 3.11 reports, the chirp decreases
by increasing the number of electrons per pulse due to the coulombic repulsion. Once
the electron chirp has been evaluated, it is possible to use the theoretical formalism
of Park et al. [153] to simulate the experimental maps shown in Figure 3.10 and to
characterize the electron pulse. In the next paragraph, the results of these simulations
are presented.
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Figure 3.12: Comparison between experimental (top row) and simulated (bottom row) EEGS maps.
The intensity scale on the left (right) sides refer to the EEGS absolute (difference) maps. The case
with Nepp = 0.59 has been reported.
3.2.2 Gain spectra simulations and evaluation of the electron
pulse duration
EEG spectra have been simulated for Nepp = 0.59, 2.34, 3.28 and 4 taking also into
account the electron chirp values. The tungsten nanotip used in the experiment has
been approximated by a nanocylinder with a radius a = 200 nm. We assumed that a
laser pulse of 280 fs in FWHM passes 15 nm away from the cylinder surface. The incident
laser electric field is E0 = 0.075 V/nm, corresponding to an intensity of approximately
7.5 · 108 W/cm2. The electric field in the vicinity of the cylinder is computed from Mie
theory. Figure 4.28 reports on the comparison between the experimental and simulated
EEGS maps in the case Nepp = 0.59. In order to evaluate on the simulation accuracy,
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Figure 3.13: Comparison between experimental (blue) and simulated (orange) data. (a) EEG spec-
trum at τ = 0 fs. (b) EEGS map integrated on the time axis. The vertical scale indicates the integral
values for the different energies in arbitrary units. (c) Map profile at E = 0 eV. In both (a) and (c)
the vertical scales represent the normalized EEGS signal in arbitrary units.
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Figure 3.14: Electron pulse duration as a function of the number of electrons per pulse.
different sections of the map as well as the integrated signal have been extracted and
the results are shown in Figure 3.13. Blue curves represent the experimental results
and orange curves the simulated ones. In particular, in Figure 3.13 (a) we have the
time-slice of the map at a delay τ = 0 fs. The experimental signal is noisy due to the
low probe current and the short acquisition times (10 s). We can notice that despite
the difference in shape between the sample and the simulated nanocylinder, the two
curves are in good agreement. To further confirm the precision of the model, two
energy-slices at E = 0 eV have been extracted from the experimental and simulated
absolute maps and then superposed (Figure 3.13 (c)). Figure 3.13 (b) represents the
overall signal integrated on the time axis. The difference in the ZLP intensity can be
explained by the variation of intensity in the measured signal, as can be noticed from
the experimental EEGS map.
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By recurring to the simulations and using the elements in Figure 3.13 as a feedback,
we evaluate the electron pulse duration (Figure 3.14). We can see that for the case
Nepp = 0.59 the duration in FWHM is 400 fs with a precision of 6%. Slightly increasing
the number of electrons per pulse, we determined an increase of approximately 31% of
the duration in the case of 4 electrons per pulse.
3.3 Conclusions
In this chapter the first pump-probe experiment performed in FemtoTEM has been
reported. At the beginning, the theoretical approach of Park et al. [153] has been
presented. Following the theory, EEG spectra have been simulated to show the effect
of the experimental parameters (electric field, electron pulse duration, electron spot
size). Finally the experimental results have been presented. EEGS maps recorded
with different numbers of electrons per pulse have been shown and the electron chirp
evaluated. Through the simulated maps it has been possible to calculate the electron
pulse duration. The importance of EEGS lies beyond the mere characterization of the
electron pulse duration. Thanks to the possibility to its direct link with the electric
field, the detection of energy gains allow to map the optical near field of nano-objects
[157]. Besides, thanks to the possibility to temporally select the electrons it is possible
to obtain short and high coherent electron pulses [164]. This is the principle of the




In this last chapter, perspectives towards Ultrafast Electron Holography (UEH) using
off-axis configuration will be discussed. In the beginning, practical aspects of experi-
mental off-axis electron holography (i.e. electron sources coherence, noise, instabilities,
illumination) performed with a continuous electron beam will be given. Subsequently,
obstacles in performing electron holography using ultrashort electron pulses will be pre-
sented and possible solutions will be discussed. Finally, we will show the results of the
first experiments performed using the FemtoTEM microscope.
4.1 Practical requirements and detection limits in
conventional off-axis electron holography
In paragraph 1.2.3 the principles of electron holography and the theoretical description
of electron beam phase extraction have been presented. Here, we want to describe the
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Figure 4.1: (a) A reference hologram acquired in the vacuum. The hologram width and the inter-
fringes distance are highlighted. (b) Line profile evidencing the extension of the electron hologram.
The number of counts is reduced of a factor 103.
key technical requirements to acquire electron holograms with optimum contrast.
In order to produce an interference pattern, a high coherence electron source is nec-
essary. As already discussed in Chapter 1, FEGs, with their high brightness, are the
optimum sources. Indeed, thanks to their small source size, they can emit a high spatial
coherence electron beam, as described by the van Cittert-Zernike theorem (equation
(1.20)). This allows to generate a coherent electron beam over a large area, extended
over hundreds of a˚ngstro¨m [169]. This high quality beam can then be used to illumi-
nate both the specimen and a vacuum area, known as the image and the reference beam
respectively. The hologram, generated by the coherent superposition of the two beams,
is then obtained thanks to an electron biprism (EB).
Figure 4.1 shows an hologram acquired without specimen on which useful parameters
are reported. The hologram width w is the size of the interference zone and s the
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interference fringe spacing. Both can be set by adjusting the biprism voltage and the
distance between the image and the biprism planes, called d in Figure 1.14. For a fixed
distance d by increasing the biprism voltage, the hologram width increases while the
interfringe distance decreases [94]. However, they can be also varied independently by
using a double-biprism configuration [170]. As reported in Chapter 1, the figure of





where Imax and Imin correspond to maximum and the minimum of fringe intensities,
respectively. Useful values of contrast, i.e. allowing to extract a phase with enough
signal over noise ratio and good spatial resolution, are commonly accepted to be higher
than 15% [171]. Electron holograms are recorded using pixelated cameras and their
Modulation Transfer Function (MTF), as well as their Detective Quantum Efficiency
(DQE) will also need to be taken into account in the contrast measurement. In ad-
dition, the number of electrons per pixel Nepx and the exposure time are fundamental
to optimize the hologram contrast. The evaluation of Nepx is possible by considering
the number of counts per pixel from a hologram micrograph. This number is then
converted in current after a proper calibration of the detector performed by measuring
the current using a Faraday’s cup.
4.1.1 Hologram figures of merit
Electron holography is used to quantitatively map the image beam phase modified by
the interaction with the specimen. In order to optimise the phase resolution, we first
need to describe the dependence of the reconstructed phase standard deviation upon
the key parameters reported in the previous paragraph. The electron beam noise can be
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described by a Poisson distribution, known as shot noise [172]. Using such a description,
de Ruijter and Weiss reported that the standard deviation of a reconstructed phase






in which the constant c = 1 when part of the incoming electron beam propagates in
vacuum. This assumption reflects our experimental conditions. C is the contrast of the
hologram and Nepx the number of electrons per pixel. Furthermore, the latter is strongly
influenced by the quantum efficiency, defined by DQE = SNRout(g)/SNRin(g), where
SNRout(g) and SNRin(g) are signal-to-noise ratios at input and output of the detection





DQE · C2 ·Nepx . (4.3)
Using equation (4.3), it appears that the reconstructed phase standard deviation can
be optimised by increasing the number of electrons per pixel if the hologram contrast
remains unaffected. This will correspond to an improvement of the coherent current
as defined in (1.23). An easy way to increase the number of electrons per pixel will
be to increase the exposure time but, in this way, the hologram contrast will be more
affected by all the experimental set-up instabilities. Another useful figure of merit of
the hologram quality encountered in literature is the phase detection limit, i.e. the





DQE · C2 ·Nepx (4.4)
where the desired signal-to-noise ratio SNR is a given parameter. To properly deter-
mine the result of an experiment without ambiguity, it is generally admitted that a
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SNR between 3 and 10 is necessary [112]. Since the fringe contrast contributes to δφ
with an exponent 2 inside the square root, it has a key role in the phase detection limit
compared to the other parameters.
Lehmann et al. proposed to introduce the effect of external perturbations through their
influence on the hologram contrast. Indeed, in addition to the experimental set-up in-
stabilities already introduced, the hologram contrast will be also affected by the partial
coherence of the electron source, by inelastic interactions of the electron beam inside the
specimen and by the Modulation Transfer Function (MTF) of the detector for a given
interfringe distance s. A useful expression of the contrast used to take into account all
these contributions is:
C = CcohCinelCinstMTF (4.5)
where Cinst, Cinel and Ccoh correspond the influence of instabilities, inelastic scattering
and partial coherence, respectively.
4.1.2 Optimization
Among the factors on which the contrast (and hence the phase detection limit) de-
pends, the partial coherence is one that needs to be treated with special care during an
electron holography experiment. The coherence length of an electron beam on a given
optical plane depends on the original degree of spatial coherence of the source, i.e. the
brightness and also on the illumination conditions. Indeed, using a small condenser
aperture it is possible to increase the spatial coherence length due to the decrease of
the source size at the cost of a loss of the total current (equation (1.23)). Then, longer
acquisitions will be necessary and the influence of instabilities will become severe.
Considering the electron biprism symmetry, the coherence length needs to be optimised
only in the beam overlap direction, i.e. perpendicularly to the biprism axis. As a con-









Figure 4.2: Representation of the elliptical illumination in reference to the electrostatic biprism.
sequence, it is well known that an elliptical beam can be used to optimise the coherence
length in the desired direction, minimising the exposure time. Practically, using the
condenser lens stigmators, it is possible to produce two different focii for the xˆ and yˆ
direction of the beam. Spreading the electron beam as in Figure 4.2, an almost parallel
beam along the ellipse major axis and a convergent beam on yˆ are achieved. Then, the
coherence length will be maximised along the xˆ direction. An optimum ratio between
the minor and the major axis is around 0.1 [96].
The illumination condition is not the only parameter we can adjust to optimise the
hologram contrast. In fact, the influence of the detector MTF depends on the detec-
tor type and its usual settings, such as binning and also on the number of pixels per
hologram fringes, related to the magnification of the hologram plane onto the camera.
Regarding instrumental instabilities, various approaches have been proposed to over-
come their tremendous effects. Chang et al., for instance, proposed a model that can
be used to determine the optimum exposure time for given hologram characteristics
(fringe spacing, interference width and pixel size) to minimize the instability contribu-
tion on the hologram contrast [175]. Other approaches are based on the acquisition of
image stacks, in which each hologram is acquired with a short exposure time. Then,
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a post-processing numerical realignment of the fringes allows to reconstruct a high
signal-to-noise ratio interference pattern [176]. However, image stacks can be highly
demanding in terms of memory space and, for this reason, an innovative solution has
been proposed. It is based on an advanced real-time drift measurement and correction
of the hologram fringes movement using beam (or gun) tilt deflectors [177]. The use of
such an advanced feedback loop between the acquisition and the microscope electronics
allows to suppress the instability contributions and acquire electron holograms with an
almost unlimited exposure time.
4.2 Electron holography using ultrashort electron
pulses
4.2.1 Low-dose-like conditions
As already stated in paragraph 2.2.5, there is a difference of approximately six orders of
magnitude in the emission current between DC and laser-driven mode, under the same
electron optical conditions. Typical values lie in the microampere and picoampere
range, respectively. In the latter the current is reduced due to the effect of the laser
repetition rate, f (Figure 4.3). The small probe current in laser-driven mode influences
the phase detection limit. The number of electrons per pixel in equation (4.4) can be
determined by the relation:
Nepx = Nppx · f · texp (4.6)




of electrons per pulse per pixel. Nepp indicates the number of electrons per pulse and
Npx the total number of pixel in the measurement area. Substituting equation (4.6) in





Figure 4.3: Qualitative explanation of current reduction. In DC emission, an average number of
electrons, NE is stochastically emitted by the cathode. In laser-driven mode, the electron emission
happens only during the pulse duration, ∆t. f−1 is the pulse period, f the laser repetition rate.








where the contrast C has been expressed as in equation (4.5), assuming the contribution






IP being the probe current and e the elementary charge. By replacing equations (4.8)








where n is the number of photons involved in the emission process. In this case, we are
assuming a simple n-photon photoemission process as described in paragraph 1.3.2.
As in DC mode, the spatial coherence, Ccoh, is maximised with the highest brightness
source and using an appropriate elliptical illumination while the MTF depends on the
detector and the parameters set during the experiment (i.e. camera binning, hologram
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magnification, spatial frequency, biprism voltage). In equations (4.7) and (4.9) there
are new parameters related to the optical excitation. By changing the laser power, it is
possible to adjust the number of electrons per pulse, Nepp. However, the latter is limited
for two reasons: the cathode damage threshold and the probe current properties. The
first reason is due to the FEG cathode material and its small apex, the second is shared
between all the UTEMs. Indeed, we want to avoid a too large number of electrons per
pulse in order not to deteriorate the microscope resolution (spatial, temporal, spectral).
The laser repetition rate f in equation (4.7) cannot be freely changed to improve the
phase detection limit because it is limited by the dynamics of the specimen to be
investigated. Indeed, in stroboscopic mode, the system has to relax before another
pulse arrives to trigger again the dynamics of the specimen [112]. The exposure time
is another free parameter that can be easily adjusted. As in the case of holography
performed with a continuous beam, an increase of texp can improve the phase detection
limit by increasing the number of electrons per pixel but it will also increase the effect
of instabilities. In this case, the phase detection limit will be reduced through the term
Cinst in equations 4.7 and 4.9.
Optimisation of the experimental parameters
The choice of the optimum exposure time is important in electron holography and
especially using low-dose-like conditions. Acquisition times in DC emission are typically
of the order of the second or tens of seconds for experiment requiring a high S/N ratio.
However, as can be seen from Figure 4.4 (a), this is not the case with an ultrafast
electron probe. Using 10 s of exposure time, the contrast of the hologram performed
with 18 V of biprism voltage is too weak to reconstruct a phase with enough signal
over noise ratio (Figure 4.4 (b) and (c)). Larger exposure times increase the number of
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Figure 4.4: Influence of the exposure time on the hologram. (a) Electron holograms acquired in
vacuum. Exposure times in seconds are displayed in white. Scale: 5 nm. (b) Power spectrum of
the holograms. Green circles indicate the mask position in the Fourier space. The achieved spatial
resolution is 2 nm. (c) Reconstructed phases. Standard deviations calculated inside the black square
are displayed. Experimental conditions: biprism voltage 18.8 V, WLAS = 8 mW, f = 2 MHz, Nepp ∼ 9,
binning 1, magnification 200 kX.
electrons per pixels and, as a consequence, the interference fringes contrast
as long as the instabilities do not affect
. As already stated, the standard deviation of the reconstructed phase will be
improved while the instabilities will not affected the contrast during the exposure time.
From the comparison of the reconstructed phases in Figure 4.4 (c) , we can notice that
the case texp = 100 s reports the lowest standard deviation. For longer exposure times
we expect smaller standard deviations due to the influence of instabilities. In a first
approximation we can state that in our conditions, exposure times between 100 and
150 s are optimum.
The next step is the choice of the optimal biprism voltage. Usually it depends on
the desired hologram overlap and spatial resolution of the reconstructed phase, related
to the interfringes distance. However, in pulsed beam conditions, by increasing the
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biprism voltage (and hence the spatial frequencies) the instabilities strongly degrade
the contrast. As a consequence, using 150 s of exposure time, the range of voltages
is limited. In Figure 4.5 several cases are reported. As we can see in Figure 4.5 (c),
it is possible to extract the hologram phase with a good standard deviation for low
biprism voltages (15 V - 20 V). However, in these cases the hologram field of view is
too small to be useful in practice. On the other hand, for biprism voltages higher
than 35 V the influence of instabilities on the fringe contrast is too severe using 150 s
of acquisition time and the standard deviation of the reconstructed phase becomes too
high. Experimentally, with 150 s of exposure time and 200 kX of total magnification,
the possible useful biprism voltages for a future experiment have been found in the
20 V - 35 V range. Figure 4.6 shows an electron hologram acquired under optimum
conditions i.e. 35 V, 150 s of exposure time and 200 kX of total magnification. The
microscope has been set in ZOOM mode (equivalent to the microprobe or TEM mode
in FEI and Jeol microscopes, respectively). A condenser aperture of 100µm and an
elliptic illumination with an optimum ratio have been used [96]. The probe current
is 100 fA, acquired in virtual crossover mode (V1 = 4 kV and R = 5). The electron
dose at the specimen plane is ∼ 7e−/A˚2. The hologram exhibits 20% of fringe contrast
measured by equation (4.5) and averaging the fringe intensity. The reported contrast
has a low SNR: 30 counts of mean intensity over 14 counts of noise due to the low
probe current. Assuming an ideal situation with a SNR = 3 and Cinst=1, the phase
detection limits for two point separated by 1 nm is δφ = 3 rad.
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Figure 4.5: Influence of the biprism voltage on the hologram. (a) Electron holograms acquired in
vacuum. Biprism voltages in volts are displayed for each case. Scale: 15 nm. (b) Power spectrum of the
holograms. The green circles represent the 2 nm resolution mask in the Fourier space. (c) Reconstructed
phases. Standard deviations calculated inside the black square are displayed. Experimental conditions:
exposure time 150 s, WLAS = 7.5 mW, f = 2 MHz, Nepp ∼ 12.5, binning 1. Magnification: 200 kX
4.2.2 Electron holography with femtosecond electron pulses
on MgO nanocubes
Once determined the optimum values of the exposure time and biprism voltage, we
tested electron holography in laser-driven mode on a manganese oxide (MgO) cube,
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Figure 4.6: (a) Ultrafast off-axis electron hologram acquired in vacuum. Inset: FFT of the hologram.
The green circles represents the 1 nm resolution mask in the Fourier space. (b) Reconstructed phase
map. Experimental conditions: exposure time 150 s, WLAS = 9.5 mW, f = 2 MHz, Nepp ∼ 11, binning
4.
displayed in Figure 4.7 (a). Figure 4.7 (b) shows the classical steps used in the phase
reconstruction. H1 corresponds to the specimen hologram and H0 is the reference
hologram acquired without specimen. The purple square indicates the cube position
relatively to the hologram region. The reconstructed phase of the specimen reported
inside the green square has been obtained after substraction of the reference hologram.
It clearly shows the influence of the MgO mean inner potential. Figure 4.7 (c) shows
the effect of the mask size (i.e. the phase spatial resolution) on the reconstructed phase.
Increasing the mask size in Fourier space improves the spatial resolution of the phase
image R. However, the consequence is an increase of the phase standard deviation, as
reported in Figure 4.7 (c).
Due to the low probe current of our coherent UTEM and despite the high brightness,
off-axis electron holography remains very challenging. The main reason is the high
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Figure 4.7: MgO cube phase reconstruction using ultrafast electron holography. (a) TEM micrograph
of MgO cubes deposited on a carbon foil. (b) Phase and amplitude reconstruction using the specimen
and reference hologram. (c) Effect of the mask size in Fourier space on the phase standard deviation.
Phase detection limits are calculated under ideal conditions (SNR = 3, Cinst = 1). Experimental
conditions: biprism tension 28 V, exposure time 150 s, WLAS = 8 mW, f = 2 MHz, Nepp ∼ 8, binning
1. Magnification: 200 kX
influence of instabilities over long exposure times. In the next paragraph we will show
how the use of image stacks can contribute to reduce the effect of instabilities.
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4.3 Towards ultrafast electron holography
Image stacks consist in a sequential acquisition of several holograms. Using a stack
of a high number of holograms with short exposure times allows to correct the effect
of instabilities. However, due to the latter, simply summing all the hologram fringes
would not improve the contrast. The resulting hologram would corresponds to a stan-
dard one acquired with a total exposure time equal to texp · Nholo, where texp is the
acquisition time of each individual hologram and Nholo the number of holograms in the
stack. In order to properly exploit hologram stacks, a realignment process is required.
Data processing has been performed using home-made scripts developed in CEMES by
Christophe Gatel. First of all, dead pixels are filtered out: these are detected in each
individual hologram of the stack and then replaced with the average intensity of the
adjacent pixels in order to avoid any artefact in the phase reconstruction.
As already described, due to the edge of the biprism wire, Fresnel fringes are superim-
posed on the hologram fringes. Hologram instabilities can be induced by mechanical
instabilities of the biprism and also those of the microscope electronics, which can
induce random tilt or shift of the incoming electron beam. In order to take care of
the biprism mechanical instabilities between each hologram, a first image alignment is
performed using the Fresnel fringe position. Then, to correct beam instabilities, holo-
gram fringes are aligned by comparing their positions. In each individual hologram
in the stack, the phase is determined and compared with one selected as a reference.
The phase difference is then converted into a number of pixels used to realign each
individual hologram relatively to the reference one. Once completed these alignment
processes, all the individual holograms are finally summed. Figure 4.8 shows the effect
of the correction for two different biprism voltages. In the Not corrected row, individual
holograms in the stack have only been summed without corrections. At low biprism
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Figure 4.8: Effect of individual hologram instabilities correction for two different biprism voltages.
(a) The numbers indicate the number of images in the stack and the acquisition time of each of them
(in second). In the 20 V and 30 V cases the scales are 10 and 20 nm, respectively. (b) Power spectrum
of the holograms. The green circles represent the 2.5 nm resolution mask in the Fourier space. The blue
dashed line shows the position of the spatial frequency (4·pixel)−1. (c) Reconstructed phases. Standard
deviations calculated inside the black square are displayed. Experimental conditions:WLAS = 8 mW,
f = 2 MHz, Nepp ∼ 6, binning 2. Magnification: 200 kX.
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Figure 4.9: The effect of the individual hologram exposure time in summed corrected hologram
stacks. (a) The numbers indicate the number of images in the stack and the individual acquisition
time. The total exposure time remains constant. Scale: 10 nm. (b) Power spectrum of the holograms.
The green circles represent the 2.5 nm resolution mask in Fourier space. The blue dashed line shows the
position of the spatial frequency (4·pixel)−1. (c) Reconstructed phases. Standard deviations calculated
inside the black square are displayed. Experimental conditions: WLAS = 8 mW, f = 2 MHz, Nepp ∼ 6,
binning 2. Magnification: 400 kX. Biprism tension: 30 V.
voltages, the effect of instabilities is less problematic than using higher voltages. Phase
reconstruction can be even possible in these cases. However, applying the correction,
the hologram fringes contrast is improved and the noise in the reconstructed phase is
strongly reduced. The standard deviation is improved by approximately a factor 2.
The need to apply instability corrections becomes obvious at higher biprism voltages.
For instance, in the 30 V case without correction the sidebands in the power spectrum
are not detected and it is then impossible to retrieve the hologram phase. Figure 4.9
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Figure 4.10: The effect of the biprism voltage in the summed corrected hologram. (a) The numbers
indicate the biprism voltage (in volt). Scale: 10 nm. (b) Power spectrum of the holograms. The
green circles represent the 2.5 nm resolution mask in the Fourier space. The blue dashed line shows
the position of the spatial frequency (4 · pixel)−1. (c) Reconstructed phases. Standard deviations
calculated inside the black square are displayed. Stack of 90 and 20 s of exposure time have been
acquired. Experimental conditions: WLAS = 8 mW, f = 2 MHz, Nepp ∼ 6, binning 2. Magnification:
400 kX.
shows the effect of the individual hologram exposure time and the threshold of insta-
bility contribution in the hologram contrast. The total exposure time remains constant
at 1800 s. We can clearly see that by increasing the individual acquisition time the
effect of instabilities becomes more important. The summed hologram fringe contrast
decreases and hence the standard deviation of the reconstructed phases increase (Figure
4.9 (a) and (c)). As a consequence, stacks composed of a high number of individual
holograms acquired with shorter exposure times should improve even more the con-
trast. Nevertheless, there is one major drawback that prevents to use this approach.
Indeed, with exposure times shorter than a limit value, the hologram contrast might
not be sufficient (as already reported in Figure 4.4) for the correction algorithm to be
used properly. Individual acquisition times between 20 and 30 s seem to be optimal. In
Figure 4.10 three summed corrected holograms are displayed for different biprism volt-
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ages. By comparing the holograms acquired under the same electron optical conditions
but with a different total exposure time (150 s for the single not-corrected hologram
and 20 s for each of the 90 holograms composing the stack), there is an improvement of
40% and 64% of their phase standard deviations for the 30 and 35 V case, respectively.
Moreover, we can notice that using 40 V of biprism voltage the standard deviation is
even smaller than the value obtained for the 35 V case with texp = 150 s for the same
spatial resolution in the reconstructed phase.
4.4 Conclusion
We have introduced in this chapter the requirements to perform off-axis electron holog-
raphy with an ultrafast electron beam. The low probe current in the CFEG-UTEM
represents the main difficulty. In order to acquire an exploitable hologram from which
a useful phase can be extracted, acquisition times between 100 and 150 s are needed.
However, under this condition, the influence of instabilities becomes preponderant and
also the choice of useful biprism voltages (and as a consequence useful fields of view)
remains limited. To overcome these issues, we use image stacks in order to sequentially
acquire a high number of individual holograms with an optimum low exposure time
lying in the 20 - 30 s range. In this way, instabilities can be compensated using ded-
icated alignment algorithms. The next step in improving off-axis electron holography
in UTEM consists in the automation of the hologram correction. This is possible both
in implementing the correction algorithm during the acquisition and controlling in real
time the gun tilt coils to compensate drifts of the hologram fringes [177]. The future
transfer of technology on a recent state-of-the-art TEM, will give us the possibility to
move towards this direction and the use of direct electron camera providing a higher
DQE should also strongly improve the live-correction process.
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Conclusions and perspectives
In this thesis, the development of the first coherent UTEM based on a modified CFEG
has been reported. In Chapter 1 the motivation and the scope of this work have been
presented as well as the emission mechanism during the interaction between a tungsten
metallic nanotip and an ultrafast laser source. Particular attention has been paid to
understand the influence of the electron dynamics on the electron energy distribution.
This allowed us to clarify the non-linear emission process and the electron energy dis-
tribution. Finally, the influence of the space-charge effect on the pulsed electron beam
properties has been addressed.
Chapter 2 reports on the modifications on the original 200 kV FE-TEM HF 2000.
The integration of the optics inside the modified gun has been explained in details.
The electron trajectories simulations inside the modified CFEG have been presented
to demonstrate that the electron optics properties remain unchanged. We have also
shown the modification of the objective lens with the implementation of a systems
designed to inject the laser on the specimen or collect the light emitted by cathodolu-
minescence. Despite this modification we did not report any significant alteration on
the instrument spatial resolution. The properties of the CFEG-UTEM have also been
discussed. We experimentally confirmed the emission process already theoretically dis-
cussed in Chapter 1 and that electron emission is limited to the apex. Furthermore,
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thanks to autocorrelation experiments we exclude any heating of the emitter due to
cumulative effect of the ultrafast laser pulses. The probe current stability has been
studied. We found that the perturbations come from contamination, particle diffusion
and detection noise as in DC CFEGs together with the oscillation in the SHG intensity.
The electron optics has been optimised and the brightness has been evaluated. The
value of 5.8 · 107 A ·m−2 · Sr−1 is the highest reported among all the UTEMs. Finally,
FemtoTEM has been tested using conventional TEM techniques, reporting a spatial
resolution close to 0.2 nm and an energy resolution around 1.3 eV due to the electron
dynamics in the nanoemitter during the laser-metal interaction.
Chapter 3 reports on the EEGS theory and presents the first pump-probe experiment.
EEG spectra have been simulated as a function of three experimental parameters: in-
cident laser electric field, electron pulse duration and electron spot size. Finally, ultra-
short electron pulses have been characterized. Energy gain maps have been acquired
under different condition and the electron chirp value has been extracted. We found
that varying the number of electrons per pulse from 0.59 to 4, the chirp increased by
30%. It has been possible to faithfully simulate the EEGS maps and determine the
electron pulse duration using the experimental parameters. We determined an increase
of the electron pulse duration from 400 to 525 fs in FWHM for the Nepp = 0.59 and
Nepp = 4 cases, respectively.
In Chapter 4, off-axis electron holography performed with a high brightness pulsed
electron beam has been discussed. We showed that due to the low probe current in
CFEG-UTEM, exposure times between 100 and 150 fs are necessary to acquire an elec-
tron hologram with a fringe contrast that allows to retrieve the hologram phase. During
such long acquisition times the effect of instabilities becomes very important and limits
the range of useful biprism voltages between 20 and 35 V. Through the acquisition of
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stacks containing tens of short exposure time holograms and thanks to post-process
correction of fringes drift, it is possible to correct the effect of instabilities and strongly
improve the standard deviation of the reconstructed phase. Thanks to this implementa-
tion it has also been possible to increase the size of the overlap region of the hologram.
Since its birth, time-resolved Transmission Electron Microscopy allowed to explore the
nanoscale world in various fields of science such as nanomechanics, nanomagnetism,
chemistry, biology and nano-optics [112]. The development of FemtoTEM led to the
creation of a joint laboratory between the CEMES-CNRS and Hitachi High Technolo-
gies Corporation that started very recently in July 2018. Thanks to this partnership,
a transfer of the ultrafast technology from the old HF2000 to a recent state-of-the-
art microscope, the 300 kV FE-TEM HHT HF3300 is planned for 2019. This will
boost further the applications of coherent UTEM towards new techniques as the time-
resolved off-axis electron holography, which will be strongly improved thanks to the
implementation of automated feedback control, as already done in CEMES using the
same generation of HF microscopes [177].
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Re´sume´
La naissance et le de´veloppement de la microscopie e´lectronique en transmission (MET)
ont marque´ une re´elle perce´e dans l’investigation du monde nanome´trique. En effet,
la MET fournit des informations du e´chantillon sous analyse dans les espaces directs
et re´ciproques, ainsi que des spectres de perte d’e´nergie e´lectronique (EELS) avec une
re´solution spatiale infe´rieure a` l’˚angstro¨m et une re´solution d’e´nergie proche de 10 meV.
L’exploitation de sources d’e´lectrons extreˆmement cohe´rentes ont permis de repousser
les limites de l’instrument plus loin. La minimisation de la taille du spot du faisceau
d’e´lectrons et de la re´solution en e´nergie, ainsi que l’ame´lioration de la brillance, ont per-
mis la MET-EELS a` balayage (STEM-EELS)en haute re´solution et aussi l’acquisition
d’hologrammes e´lectroniques. L’analyse de ceux derniers permet la reconstruction de la
phase du faisceau e´lectronique pour cartographier les champs e´lectriques, magne´tiques
et de contrainte a` l’e´chelle nanome´trique. De plus, de nouveaux porte-e´chantillons ont
permis la re´alisation d’expe´riences in-situ. Ces de´veloppements ont e´largi les champs
d’application de la MET en physique, mate´riaux et science des mate´riaux, biologie,
chimie, ge´ologie et me´decine. Les techniques in-situ permettent de suivre l’e´volution
d’un e´chantillon sous stimuli externes par une came´ra CCD mais la re´solution tem-
porelle est limite´e par la cadence de la CCD, qui atteint 1600 fps dans les came´ras les
plus re´centes et les plus rapides. Mais si on veut e´tudier la dynamique structurelle ou
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e´lectronique, l’e´chelle de temps pertinente est dans la gamme de la pico-femtoseconde
et, par conse´quent, une nouvelle approche est donc ne´cessaire pour e´tudier les processus
ultra-rapides. Apre`s le travail innovants de Bostanjoglo a` la TU Berlin, la microscopie
e´lectronique en transmission ultra-rapide (UTEM) a connu un e´lan spectaculaire au
de´but du sie`cle quand A. Zewail au California Institute of Technology de´montre´ la
MET ultra-rapide avec une re´solution temporelle de la picoseconde et une re´solution
spatiale nanome´trique. Le but de cette the`se est de rendre compte du de´veloppement du
premier MET ultra-rapide e´quipe´ d’un canon e´lectronique a` e´mission de champ froid
(CFEG), pour ame´liorer la brillance de la source d’e´lectrons mis en œuvre dans les
UTEM et pousser l’instrument aux applications en interfe´rome´trie e´lectronique.
Chapitre 1 - Introduction
La figure I montre clairement que de nombreux processus physiques importants se
de´roulent sur une e´chelle de temps infe´rieure a` la nanoseconde, c’est-a`-dire trop rapi-
dement pour eˆtre de´tecte´s a` l’aide de came´ras traditionnelles. Meˆme si les premiers
microscopes e´lectroniques re´solus dans le temps avaient de´ja` e´te´ de´veloppe´s, ce n’est
qu’en 2005 que la MET est devenu ultra-rapide, atteignant un niveau de re´solution spa-
tiotemporelle sans pre´ce´dent, infe´rieure au nanome`tre et a` la picoseconde. Cette avance´e
repose sur l’utilisation d’impulsions e´lectroniques contenant tre`s peu d’e´lectrons, min-
imisant ainsi la re´pulsion interparticulaire de Coulomb qui de´te´riorait la re´solution
spatio-temporelle dans les premiers METs re´solus temporellement. Dans un re´gime dit
single e´lectron, des images, des cliche´s de diffraction (DP) et des spectres ont e´te´ enreg-
istre´s a` partir de l’accumulation de milliards de cycles de de´tection-excitation. Depuis
2005, le domaine de UTEM a continue´ a` croˆıtre a` un rythme rapide avec un nombre
toujours croissant de groupes, de la spectroscopie TEM ou optique, de´veloppant ou
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Figure I: E´chelles de temps caracte´ristiques des processus ultra-rapides dans les syste`mes de particules,
de nano-objets et magne´tiques.
acque´rant leurs propres instrument.
1.1 MET dynamique et MET ultra-rapide
La microscopie e´lectronique re´solue en temps permet d’e´tudier la dynamique de pro-
cessus rapides, typiquement dans la gamme nano – femtoseconde. L’approche suivie
s’appelle pompe-sonde et est sche´matise´e a` la figure II: une impulsion de pompe amene´ le
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spe´cimen hors d’e´quilibre et une impulsion de sonde est utilise´e pour e´tudier le syste`me
a` un certain de´lai, τ , pendant sa relaxation. Dans le domaine de la MET re´solue en
Figure II: Principe des expe´riences pompe-sonde. Un faisceau laser ultra-rapide (la pompe) est
focalise´ sur le spe´cimen, le faisant sortir de l’e´quilibre. Une seconde impulsion retarde´e, la sonde, est
utilise´e pour de´tecter l’e´volution du spe´cimen. En microscopie e´lectronique a` re´solution temporelle,
l’impulsion de sonde est un paquet d’e´lectrons.
temps, l’impulsion de pompe est ge´ne´ralement un stimulus optique externe qui excite
l’e´chantillon mais aussi diffe´rentes excitations (acoustiques, thermiques, me´caniques,
Etc.) peuvent eˆtre utilise´ a` cet effet. La sonde est un paquet d’e´lectrons de´clenche´ par
une impulsion laser. Il existe deux modes de fonctionnement dans la MET re´solue en
temps. L’utilisation d’une seule impulsion e´lectronique contenant plus de 106 e´lectrons
pour sonder la dynamique du syste`me est appele´e single shot mode (Figure III (a)).
En utilisant un de´flecteur de faisceau a` grande vitesse synchronise´ avec la source laser,
il est possible d’enregistrer plusieurs images (ou cliche´ de diffraction, spectres) sur un
de´tecteur CCD avec des retards diffe´rents par rapport a` l’impulsion de pompe. Cela
s’appelle movie mode (Figure III (b)). Un TEM fonctionnant en single shot mode est
appele´ TEM dynamique (DTEM) ou High Speed TEM. Le second mode ope´ratoire, le
mode stroboscopique, repose sur un nombre e´leve´ ( 107 - 109) de cycles d’observation
par excitation pour accumuler suffisamment d’e´lectrons pour former une image, cliche´
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de diffraction, spectre ou hologramme. Il est repre´sente´ par la figure III (c). Le retard
entre la pompe et la sonde peut eˆtre re´gle´ avec une ligne de translation afin d’explorer la
dynamique du processus souhaite´e. Une translation D = 1, 5µm de la ligne de retard,
par exemple, produit un retard τ = 2D = c = 10fs. La principale diffe´rence entre les
deux modes est le nombre d’e´lectrons dans chaque impulsion. En mode stroboscopique,
le faisceau d’e´lectrons ne contient que quelques e´lectrons par impulsion. La minimisa-
tion de la re´pulsion de Coulomb parmi les e´lectrons permet de pousser la re´solution
temporelle jusqu’a` l’e´chelle temporelle de la femtoseconde. C’est ce qu’on appelle le
single electron regime. Les MET re´solus dans le temps qui fonctionnent dans ce mode
sont appele´s des METs ultra-rapides (UTEM).
Figure III: Diffe´rents modes de fonctionnement dans le TEM a` re´solution temporelle. (a) Mode
single-shot. (b) Mode movie. (c) MET ultra-rapide.
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1.2 Me´canismes d’e´mission e´lectronique de´clenche´es par laser
Figure IV: Processus d’e´mission d’e´lectrons de´clenche´s par laser.
La combinaison d’un laser ultra-rapide et d’une source d’e´lectrons permet de ge´ne´rer
des impulsions e´lectroniques ultra-courtes. Comme indique´ dans, l’e´mission d’e´lectrons
d’un mate´riau avec une fonction de travail Φ est possible graˆce a` l’absorption de photons
d’e´nergie Eph = hν > Φ. Ce phe´nome`ne est appele´ photoe´mission a` un photon (Figure
IV (a), cas A) et le courant e´mis de´pend line´airement de l’intensite´ de la lumie`re
incidente. Ce processus ne peut pas se produire si l’e´nergie des photons est infe´rieure a`
celle de la fonction de travail du mate´riau. Ne´anmoins, la photoe´mission a` multiphotons
(MPP), illustre´e a` la figure IV (a), cas B, est possible. La section transversale pour
un tel processus non line´aire diminue avec le nombre de photons requis et la densite´ de
courant e´mis est proportionnelle a` la puissance n-ie`me de l’intensite´ laser I :
J ∝ In
avec n le nombre de photons. La photoe´mission a` multiphotons est le me´canisme
d’e´mission dominante pour des intensite´s laser infe´rieures a` 1011 W/cm2. A` des in-
tensite´s laser plus e´leve´es (I > 1012 W/cm2), le champ e´lectrique associe´ peut eˆtre
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suffisamment puissant pour moduler la barrie`re de potentiel et permettre le tunneling
des e´lectrons. Ce processus est appele´ e´mission de champ optique et est repre´sente´ a` la
figure IV (c). Afin de discriminer les deux processus d’e´mission, nous pouvons e´valuer
le parame`tre de Keldysh, figure de me´rite de la the´orie de Keldysh sur l’ionisation des
atomes et des corps solides. Le parame`tre de Keldysh est le rapport entre le temps de
tunneling et la dure´e du cycle optique: un valeur  1 est caracte´ristique de l’e´mission
du champ optique, alors que  1 indique que le me´canisme dominant est le MPP.
D’autres me´canismes d’e´mission de´pendent de la combinaison de l’intensite´ du laser et
de la tension d’extraction, telle que l’e´mission de champ photo-assiste´e, sche´matise´e a` la
figure IV (b). Dans ce cas, l’absorption d’un photon permet aux e´lectrons de traverser
la barrie`re graˆce a` l’ajout d’un champ e´lectrique continu.
1.3 Influence de la dynamique e´lectronique sur la distribution
en e´nergie des e´lectrons
L’interaction d’une impulsion laser ultracourte avec un nanoe´metteur de tungste`ne
modifie la re´partition des e´lectrons a` l’inte´rieur du me´tal a` une tempe´rature donne´e.
Afin d’e´valuer l’influence de la dynamique e´lectronique sur les proprie´te´s temporelles et
spectrales d’une MET re´solue dans le temps, un mode`le de calcul base´ sur des travaux
ante´rieurs a e´te´ de´veloppe´. Le mode`le de´crit un gaz d’e´lectrons libres interagissant avec
une impulsion laser femtoseconde. L’interface vide-me´tal est conside´re´e plate a` et un
champ e´lectrique continu (compris entre 0,5 et 3 V / nm) est applique´ sur la nanopointe
me´tallique.















+ F (k, t)
ou` les trois termes repre´sentent l’interaction e´lectron-e´lectron, e´lectron-phonon et l’excitation
laser sur la nanopointe, respectivement. La relation de dispersion des e´lectrons dans
la bande de conduction a e´te´ conside´re´e comme parabolique et l’e´nergie de Fermi
pour le tungste`ne est EF = 9.2 eV. Avant l’excitation par l’impulsion laser femtosec-
onde, les e´lectrons et les phonons suivent respectivement les distributions de Fermi-
Dirac (F-D) et de Bose-Einstein. La figure V montre l’e´volution de la distribution
e´lectronique. De`s que l’impulsion laser commence a` interagir avec le nanoe´metteur
(trace´ de forme parabolique), l’occupation d’e´tats e´lectroniques est modifie´e en raison
de l’excitation du gaz d’e´lectrons : la population d’e´lectrons est re´partie sur plusieurs
e´tats e´lectroniques en raison d’excitations et de de´sexcitations multiples. Les pro-
prie´te´s spectro-temporelles de l’impulsion e´lectronique ont e´te´ de´duites de la distri-
bution e´lectronique excite´e optiquement. En regardant attentivement la distribution
spectrale des e´lectrons, on peut remarquer que la syme´trie du ZLP (Zero Loss Peak) en
mode laser-driven semble diffe´rente de celle d’un CFEG classique. Cette diffe´rence est
visible a` la figure 1.19 (Chapitre 1 du manuscrit), dans laquelle deux spectres d’e´nergie
d’e´lectrons simule´s sont esquisse´s.
1.4 E´largissement du pulse e´lectronique: influences sur les pro-
prie´te´s spectro-temporelles du UTEM
Les interactions e´lectron-e´lectron au cours de la propagation de l’impulsion e´lectronique
de´te´riorent les proprie´te´s spectro-temporelles de l’UTEM. Par conse´quent, la re´solution
temporelle d’un tel instrument ne de´pend pas seulement du me´canisme d’e´mission
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Figure V: Excitation optique ultra-rapide d’un gaz d’e´lectrons. Le nanoe´metteur de tungste`ne est
esquisse´ avec une forme parabolique. Les trois graphiques repre´sentent (de gauche a` droite) : le
nume´ro d’occupation des e´lectrons f(E;t) (courbe bleu fonce´), la barrie`re de potentiel (courbe rouge)
et le nombre d’e´lectrons e´mis N (E ; t) (courbe bleu clair). Nous avons conside´re´ une impulsion laser
de λ = 515 nm et une dure´e d’impulsion FWHM de 250 fs. Le temps de thermalisation e´lectron-phonon
est de 400 fs. Le champ e´lectrique CC applique´ est Floc = 1, 19 V/nm.
d’e´lectrons, mais e´galement de la propagation a` l’inte´rieur de la colonne TEM. Gahlman
et al. ont de´crit the´oriquement ces deux effets et e´tudie´ se´pare´ment leur influence sur
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les proprie´te´s du faisceau d’e´lectrons :
 Influence de la distribution d’e´nergie initiale sur la dure´e de l’impulsion
e´lectronique. Les e´lectrons e´mis ont une certaine distribution d’e´nergie initiale,
∆Ei qui de´termine un e´largissement temporel, ∆tKE. Ce dernier, ainsi que la






Figure VI: Effet du nombre d’e´lectrons par pulse, N, sur l’e´largissement temporel et e´nerge´tique. Le
cas (b) prend en compte le mode single-shot (N ∼ 108).
 Influence de l’effet de la charge d’espace sur la dure´e du pulse et la
re´solutions en e´nergie. La re´pulsion des e´lectrons a` l’inte´rieur d’une impulsion
induit une augmentation de sa dimension et, par conse´quent, une de´gradation
de la re´solution temporelle, spatiale et spectrale de l’UTEM. Sur la figure VI
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(a), l’e´largissement des impulsions est e´value´ en fonction du temps de prop-
agation pour diffe´rents nombres d’e´lectrons par impulsion (2, 20, 100). Les
lignes pointille´es indiquent l’heure a` laquelle les e´lectrons arrivent sur l’e´chantillon
(rouge) et la came´ra CCD (bleue).
Les impulsions contenant N = 2 et N = 20 e´lectrons sont ge´ne´ralement utilise´es
dans les expe´riences stroboscopiques a` pompe-sonde dans UTEM. Cependant, en mode
single shot, chaque impulsion contient jusqu’a` 108 e´lectrons et les proprie´te´s spatio-
temporelles du faisceau d’e´lectrons sont profonde´ment affecte´es. La figure VI (b)
montre l’e´largissement des impulsions en mode single shot en tenant compte d’une
dure´e d’impulsion laser de ∆thν = 12 ns. Alors que le fonctionnement des UTEM en
re´gime a` un e´lectron a permis une ame´lioration spectaculaire de leurs proprie´te´s spatio-
temporelles, la faible luminosite´ des canons a` e´lectrons base´s sur des photocathodes
limite encore leur champ d’application, les rendant inade´quats pour des applications
exigeantes telles que l’holographie e´lectronique ultra-rapide. La solution est apparue
avec une e´mission laser de nanopointes me´talliques, qui a jete´ les bases pour les UTEM
base´s sur des sources e´lectroniques a` e´mission de champ (FEG).
Chapitre 2 - De´veloppement Instrumental
Le microscope qui a e´te´ modifie´ pour de´velopper le CFEG-UTEM (de´signe´ ci-apre`s par
FemtoTEM) au CEMES-CNRS est un Hitachi HF2000, un CFEG 200 kV-TEM fab-
rique´ par Hitachi High Technologies (HHT) en 1989. Le de´veloppement d’un UTEM
en modifiant un TEM conventionnel pre´sente certains de´fis. Figure VII (a) montre
une image du HHT HF2000 d’origine. Il n’y a pas d’acce`s optique pour injecter les























Figure VII: (a) Photo du HHT HF2000 d’origine au CEMES-CNRS. (b) Sche´ma de la colonne
du MET. Les e´tiquettes rouges indiquent les pie`ces modifie´es. Les e´tiquettes violettes indiquent les
ouvertures TEM. (c) Image du FemtoTEM. La teˆte optique est visible sur le boˆıtier du canon. Syste`mes
de lentilles mis en e´vidence comme dans (b). Les ouvertures sont surligne´es en violet dans (a) et (c).
Pie`ces modifie´es surligne´es en rouge dans (c).
un chemin pour injecter le laser a` l’inte´rieur de la source d’e´lectrons, le boˆıtier externe
d’origine (appele´ gun housing) a e´te´ remplace´e par une version modifie´e, comme illustre´
a` la figure VII (c). La lentille objective a e´galement e´te´ modifie´e. Elle est maintenant
e´quipe´e d’un syste`me optome´canique pour l’injection et la focalisation du laser sur
l’e´chantillon par un miroir parabolique. Le meˆme syste`me peut eˆtre utilise´ pour col-
lecter la cathodoluminescence e´mise par l’e´chantillon. Nous nous re´fe´rerons a` ce dernier
comme le syste`me d’injection de cathodoluminescence (CL-I). Malgre´ les modifications,
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la colonne de microscope, esquisse´e a` la figure VII (b), conserve les meˆmes proprie´te´s
d’optique e´lectronique. Le syste`me de vide d’origine a e´te´ ame´liore´. Deux cavite´s de
Faraday, F1 et F2, ont e´te´ monte´, l’une sur l’ouverture du condenseur (CA) et l’autre
sur le beam block au-dessus de l’e´cran fluorescent. Ils sont connecte´s a` un picoamme-
ter Keithley 6514 pour mesurer le courant e´mis en mode ultra-rapide. Au cours de
cette the`se, nous nous re´fe´rons au courant d’e´mission comme celui mesure´ par F1. Le
courant mesure´ par F1 est la moitie´ du courant d’e´mission total mesure´ dans le canon
e´lectronique. Un biprisme e´lectronique (EB) a e´te´ inse´re´ dans le plan du diaphragme
de se´lection d’aire (SA) pour effectuer des e´tudes de holographie e´lectronique ultrara-
pide. L’UTEM a e´galement e´te´ e´quipe´ d’une came´ra Ultrascan Gatan 4K×4K et d’un
spectrome`tre a` de´tection paralle`le Gatan PEELS 666. En effet, la camera CCD Gatan
d’origine a e´te´ remplace´e par une PIXIS 256. Cette dernie`re est couple´e a` une double
lentille te´lescopique situe´e entre le scintillateur et le capteur CCD de la came´ra. Un
sche´ma de´taille´ du CFEG modifie´ est pre´sente´ a` la figure VIII (a). Le canon peut eˆtre
divise´ en deux parties. La partie supe´rieure (c’est-a`-dire la boˆıte noire de la figure VIII
(b)) est appele´e la teˆte optique. Elle contient des composants optome´caniques permet-
tant d’aligner le faisceau laser sur l’apex de la pointe et controˆler la puissance du laser et
la polarisation. Ces composants sont fixe´s sur une breadboard optique fixe´e sur le boˆıtier
du canon. La came´ra CCD permet de visualiser le nanoe´metteur ainsi que la proce´dure
d’alignement a` l’aide d’une source de lumie`re blanche. Pour permettre l’injection du
laser a` l’inte´rieur du canon a` e´lectrons, deux feneˆtres optiques ont e´te´ cre´e´es sur le
dessus du boˆıtier du canon et sur une bride me´tal / ce´ramique CF40 personnalise´e. Le
laser est ensuite re´fle´chi a` 90 deg par un miroir plat et finalement focalise´ via un miroir
parabolique (f = 8 mm) dans un rayon de 3µm situe´ au apex de la pointe. Les deux
miroirs sont imbrique´s dans un syste`me a` syme´trique cylindrique appele´ port-miroir
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(mirror holder, MH, en anglais). La pointe et le port-miroir sont maintenus a` la meˆme
tension V0 = −150 kV. En s’agissant d’une e´mission d’e´lectrons de´clenche´e par un laser
pulse´, la tension d’extraction, V1, peut eˆtre utilise´e comme parame`tre libre pour re´gler
la position du crossover et la force de la gun lens, appele´e V2. La tension de chaque
e´tage d’acce´le´ration est de´finie comme suit : VIS = (V0 + V2)/N , ou` N est le nombre
























Figure VIII: (a) CFEG ultra-rapide et teˆte optique. HWP: Lame demi-onde. FMM: Flip Mount
Mirror. PW: capteur de puissance. PzM: miroir pie´zoe´lectrique. BS: Miroir semi-re´fle´chissant. WL:
source de lumie`re blanche. OW: Feneˆtre optique. FM: miroir plat. PM: Miroir Parabolique. PC: cube
polariseur. (b) Pointe CFEG monte´e sur support HHT et porte-miroir.
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ont e´te´ effectue´es au-dessus de l’anode extractrice, afin de pre´server les proprie´te´s op-
tiques d’origine du faisceau d’e´lectrons. Pour confirmer cette hypothe`se, un mode`le de
l’ensemble du canon a e´te´ cre´e´ avec SIMION 8.1, un logiciel de me´thode de diffe´rence
finie (FDM). La distribution du champ e´lectrique et les trajectoires e´lectroniques a`

















































Figure IX: (a) Trajectoires des e´lectrons a` l’inte´rieur du canon. (b) Effet du porte-miroir sur le
potentiel e´lectrique autour de l’apex.
l’inte´rieur du HF2000 d’origine et dans le canon modifie´ ont e´te´ calcule´s et compare´s
(Fig.IX). Figure IX (a) montre les re´sultats de la simulation de trajectoire e´lectronique.
Il est divise´ en deux parties : le coˆte´ gauche repre´sente une section du canon du HF2000
d’origine, tandis que la partie droite repre´sente le CFEG modifie´, dans lequel le MH a
e´te´ ajoute´ au mode`le. En comparant les trajectoires dans les deux canons a` e´lectrons,
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on voit clairement que le port miroir confine le´ge`rement les e´lectrons e´mis. Pour mieux
comprendre l’influence des proprie´te´s optiques du canon, des simulations par Electron
Optic Design (EOD) ont e´te´ effectue´es sur un mode`le de canon modifie´, avec une at-
tention particulie`re porte´e aux coefficients d’aberration sphe´rique et chromatique. Une
valeur C3 de 35 mm a e´te´ calcule´e pour le canon d’origine et de 33 mm pour la source
modifie´e. La figure IX (b) donne une vue de´taille´e de la zone autour du apex de la
pointe. Le syste`me CL-I a e´te´ conc¸u pour injecter, aligner et focaliser le laser sur
l’e´chantillon ou pour collecter la lumie`re e´mise par lui-meˆme. Ce syste`me est compose´
d’un miroir parabolique place´ au-dessus du porte-e´chantillon a` l’inte´rieur de l’espace
entre les pie`ces polaires (4, 5 mm) du HF2000, comme illustre´ dans la Figure X (a) et
(b). L’ensemble du syste`me peut eˆtre de´place´ de l’exte´rieur par un e´tage de translation
Figure X: (a) Image de l’espace entre les pie`ces polaires de la lentille objectif du FemtoTEM. (b)
Description de (a). 1: piece polaire supe´rieure de la OL. 2: tube d’injection. Le miroir parabolique
est installe´ a` son extre´mite´. 3: porte-object. 4: pie`ce polaire infe´rieur de la OL. (c) Vue externe du
syste`me d’injection. Les positions des trois vis microme´triques sont surligne´es en rouge.
XYZ e´quipe´ de trois vis microme´triques (Figure X (c)). Une breadboard optique a e´te´ in-
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stalle´e a` proximite´ de la lentille objectif (OL) pour installer les optiques d’injection. Elle
comprend un spectrome`tre pour le CL, un ensemble de miroirs pie´zoe´lectriques et une
came´ra CCD pour suivre l’alignement et la proce´dure d’insertion-retrait du syste`me CL-
I. Malgre´ les modifications, les coefficients d’aberration de l’objectif restent inchange´es
et sont respectivement CS = 1, 2 mm et CC = 1, 4 mm. Le syste`me laser pre´sent dans la
configuration optique ultra-rapide est un laser fibre´e ultra-rapide et compact (Satsuma,
Amplitude Syste`mes) de´livrant des impulsions ultra-courtes (350 fs) de haute e´nergie
(jusqu’a` 20µJ) a` 1030 nm avec un taux de re´pe´tition re´glable, du single shot a` 2 MHz.
Le faisceau primaire est se´pare´ par un cube polariseur en un faisceau de pompe et
un faisceau de sonde. Les faisceaux pompe et sonde sont tous deux envoye´s vers des
cristaux de beˆta-borate de baryum (BBO) afin de ge´ne´rer des impulsions femtosecondes
a` 515 nm par la ge´ne´ration de deuxie`me harmonique (SHG). Ensuite, ils sont envoye´s a`
l’inte´rieur de l’OL et du canon a` e´lectrons, respectivement. La source d’e´lectrons ultra-
rapide a e´te´ caracte´rise´e pour comprendre le me´canisme d’e´mission, e´valuer la re´gion
d’e´mission de la nanopointe et mesurer la dure´e de l’impulsion e´lectronique. La figure
XI (a) montre une carte du courant de sonde de´tecte´ par F1. La re´gion d’e´mission
a une FWHM de 2.95 ± 0, 07µm2. Le courant e´mis est maximum lorsque le champ
e´lectrique du laser est oriente´ paralle`lement a` l’axe de la pointe. La Figure XI (b) mon-
tre la de´pendance de la polarisation du courant de sonde et montre que les e´lectrons
sont e´mis a` l’apex de la pointe. La Figure XI (c) pre´sente un exemple de mesure de la
de´pendance du courant de sonde sur la puissance laser incidente. Les valeurs de l’ordre
de non-line´arite´ comprises entre 2.5 et 3.5 sugge`rent que le gaz d’e´lectrons est fortement
perturbe´ dans nos conditions expe´rimentales. Enfin, des mesures d’autocorre´lation a`
deux impulsions du courant de sonde sont rapporte´es a` la figure XI (d). La largeur
totale a` mi-hauteur du signal de corre´lation est de 360 fs, comme attendu de la dure´e
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Figure XI: (a) Carte du courant de sonde mesure´e par F1. (b) De´pendance du courant de sonde sur
l’angle de polarisation. (c) Courant de sonde en fonction de la puissance moyenne du laser. (d) Mesure
d’autocorre´lation du courant de sonde.
de l’impulsion laser et de la non-line´arite´ du processus d’e´mission. Cela montre que la
dure´e de l’impulsion e´lectronique au niveau de la nanopointe est limite´e par la dure´e
de l’impulsion laser et que les effets de chauffage cumulatifs peuvent eˆtre ignore´s.
La stabilite´ du courant de la sonde a e´te´ controˆle´e apre`s le flash cleaning. La courbe
rouge de la figure XII repre´sente l’e´volution du courant de sonde mesure´e pendant
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9 heures. La courbe noire a e´te´ obtenue en optimisant la position du laser toutes les
heures. L’encart montre l’e´volution de la position du laser. Le fait que les deux courants
de´croissent de fac¸on similaire est une confirmation que la principale raison de la de´rive
a` long terme du courant de sonde est la contamination, comme pour un CFEG normal.
Cependant, la stabilite´ du courant de sonde a` court terme est plus e´leve´e dans notre
CFEG modifie´. Outre le bombardement ionique, la migration des particules en surface
Figure XII: Mesures de stabilite´ du courant a` long terme. La pointe a e´te´ nettoye´ par flash-cleaning
avant l’expe´rience. Encart: position du laser sur la nanopointe chaque heure.
et la transition des e´tats de liaison des mole´cules adsorbe´es, typiques d’un CFEG con-
ventionnel, l’instabilite´ de l’intensite´ du SHG repre´sente e´galement une cause de flicker
noise. Avant de tester FemtoTEM sur des techniques TEM classiques, les proprie´te´s
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Figure XIII: (a) Image TEM ultra-rapide d’une lamelle de Si (taux de re´pe´tition f = 1 MHz, nombre
d’e´lectrons par pulse Nepp = 12.5, temps d’exposition texp = 100 s, binning 1). (b) et (c) montrent
des images en haute re´solution en mode ultra-rapides d’un cristal biologique de Catalase (f = 2 MHz,
Nepp = 11, texp = 150 s, binning 4). (d) SAED en mode ultra-rapide d’un cristal de TiAl en phase γ
oriente´e dans la direction [110] (f = 1 MHz, Nepp = 12.5, texp = 150 s, binning 2). (e) cliche´ CBED en
mode ultra-rapide d’un cristal de Si oriente´ a` proximite´ de la direction [110] (f = 1 MHz, Nepp = 12.5,
texp = 100 s, binning 1). (f) EELS en mode ultra-rapides d’un cristal de nitrure de bore (f = 2 MHz,
Nepp = 6.25, texp = 1 s pour la re´gion low loss, 60 s pour la re´gion core loss).
d’optique e´lectronique ont e´te´ optimise´es. Avec une tension d’extraction V1 = 4 kV, un
rapport R = V2/V1 = 5 et a` f = 2 MHz, le rayon du spot e´lectronique varie de 1.4 nm
(obtenu par une e´nergie par pulse laser EPP = 1.4 nJ) a` 2 nm (EPP = 3.75 nJ). Pour
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e´valuer le potentiel du nouveau microscope e´lectronique a` transmission ultra-rapide
(UTEM), nous avons calcule´ la brillance de la sonde e´lectronique ultra-rapide. Dans
le cas d’un UTEM, le faisceau d’e´lectrons est pulse´ a` la meˆme fre´quence que le laser.









ou f est le taux de re´pe´tition du laser, IE le courant d’e´mission, r0 la taille de la source
e´lectronique et α l’angle de divergence.
En prenant en compte un faisceau convergent et en ne´gligeant les aberrations du con-
denseur, nous avons calcule´ une brillance de 2, 2 × 107 Am−2Sr−1 a` 1 MHz de taux de
re´pe´tition. C’est la plus haute valeur jamais enregistre´e dans les UTEM, jusqu’a` pre´sent.
Nous avons e´galement calcule´ la densite´ angulaire de courant dans notre CFEG-UTEM
sous les meˆmes conditions e´lectro-optiques. Nous pourrons e´valuer la taille de la source
virtuelle, comprise entre 5 et 10 nm, comme dans un CFEG conventionnel.
La figure XIII pre´sente les performances du CFEG-UTEM. Malgre´ la modification, la
re´solution en diffraction et en haute re´solution est compatible avec le HF2000 d’origine.
La re´solution obtenue en mode ultra-rapide (0,9 nm) est le´ge`rement infe´rieure a` celle
obtenue avec une e´mission en continu (0,2 nm). Cette diffe´rence est principalement due
aux conditions de faible courant du mode d’ope´ration ultra-rapide. En fait, en ce cas, le
courant de sonde est re´duit d’un facteur 106. Une e´tude sur le pic du Zero Loss (ZLP)
du CFEG-UTEM a montre´ que la re´solution d’e´nergie de FemtoTEM est fortement
lie´e a` la dynamique du gaz e´lectronique et a` la re´pulsion coulombienne au cours de la
propagation des impulsions e´lectroniques le long de la colonne. Une re´solution d’e´nergie
de 1 eV a e´te´ obtenue avec moins de 1 e´lectron par pulse.
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Chapitre 3 - Characterisation in-situ des proprie´te´s
spectro-temporelles des impulsions e´lectronique ultra-
courtes
Ce chapitre pre´sente la premie`re expe´rience de pompe-sonde ultra-rapide re´alise´e dans
FemtoTEM. La re´solution spectro-temporelle de l’instrument est caracte´rise´e in-situ
en une expe´rience de cross-corre´lation e´lectron-photon base´e sur la de´tection du gain
d’e´nergie des e´lectrons. Nous re´sumons d’abord la description the´orique de l’interaction
entre une impulsion e´lectronique ultra-courte et une impulsion laser femtoseconde,
comme propose´ par Park et al.. Ensuite, le mode`le the´orique est utilise´ pour e´tudier
l’influence de diffe´rents parame`tres expe´rimentaux sur les spectres de gain. Nous ex-
trayons ensuite le chirp des impulsions e´lectroniques sous des conditions diffe´rentes par
des cartes expe´rimentales de gain d’e´nergie. Finalement, des simulations nume´riques
sont effectue´es et compare´es aux expe´riences pour de´terminer la dure´e d’impulsion
e´lectronique.
3.1 Spectroscopie Electronique de gain d’e´nergie
La spectroscopie e´lectronique de gain d’e´nergie (EEGS) est une technique UTEM
qui caracte´rise les excitations optiques ou vibratoires de syste`mes nanostructure´s via
la de´tection des e´lectrons qui ont gagne´ de l’e´nergie lors de leur interaction avec
l’e´chantillon. La premie`re observation expe´rimentale d’un spectre EEG a e´te´ re´alise´e
par Barwick et al.. En filtrant les e´lectrons qui ont gagne´ l’e´nergie, ils ont re´ussi a` imager
le champ proche optique autour d’un nanotube de carbone multi-parois et des nanofils




Le couplage entre e´lectrons et photons dans l’espace libre est interdit en raison du
de´calage e´nergie-quantite´ de mouvement. Comme le montre la Figure XIV, un e´lectron
passant d’un e´tat kI a` un e´tat kF subit une variation d’e´nergie et de quantite´ de mou-
vement ∆E et ∆p. Le rapport ∆E/c∆p est la pente locale de la relation de dispersion
mise en e´vidence par la ligne mauve de la Figure XIV. Un photon peut fournir l’e´nergie
ne´cessaire, mais pas la quantite´ de mouvement associe´e en meˆme temps (ou vice versa),
comme le montre la ligne pointille´e rouge. Afin de coupler e´lectrons et photons, il
est ne´cessaire de conserver l’e´nergie et la quantite´ de mouvement, et donc les deux
pentes doivent eˆtre identiques. C’est le cas par exemple dans l’espace libre lorsque
les e´lectrons se de´placent plus rapidement que la lumie`re dans un milieu. C’est le cas
du effet Tcherenkov (inverse). Les e´lectrons et les photons peuvent se coupler dans
l’espace libre au moyen d’un troisie`me syste`me ou d’une particule comme dans l’effet
Kapitza-Dirac. L’effet Smith-Purcell inverse est un autre exemple de couplage e´lectron-
photon via un troisie`me corps. Ce couplage peut e´galement re´sulter du confinement de
l’e´lectron ou du champ e´lectromagne´tique. Par exemple, une onde e´lectromagne´tique
incidente sur une nanostructure cre´e un champ e´lectrique e´vanescent qui peut fournir
l’impulsion supple´mentaire ne´cessaire pour coupler e´lectrons et photons. En particulier,
la composante de champ paralle`le au mouvement des e´lectrons permet des interactions
efficaces entre les e´lectrons et la lumie`re.
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Figure XIV: relation de dispersion des e´lectrons (noir) et photons (rouge).
3.1.2 EEGS : formalisme the´orique
Le formalisme the´orique de´crit ci-apre`s a e´te´ propose´ par Park et al.. Ses principales
conclusions sont en accord avec les travaux ante´rieurs de Garcia de Abajo et Kociak.
Toutes les simulations nume´riques pre´sente´es ci apre`s sont base´es sur cette approche.
Nous l’utilisons notamment pour e´valuer l’effet des parame`tres expe´rimentaux (c.-a`-d.
champ e´lectrique incident du laser, taille de la sonde e´lectronique, dure´e de l’impulsion
e´lectronique et laser) sur le spectre de gain. La description de l’interaction entre une
impulsion e´lectronique ultra courte et une impulsion laser femtoseconde est base´e sur
la re´solution de l’e´quation de Schroedinger en fonction du temps. Les e´lectrons inter-
agissent avec le champ e´vanescent autour de la nanostructure et la population entie`re
est re´partie dans des bandes late´rales se´pare´es par l’e´nergie des photons incidents
(~ωp = 2.4 eV dans ce cas). La probabilite´ d’occupation du n-ie`me e´tat peut eˆtre
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obtenue en inte´grant sur toute l’enveloppe des impulsions e´lectroniques :
















ou` Jn sont des fonctions de Bessel du premier type d’ordre n. ve c’est la vitesse des
e´lectrons, z′ = z−vet et σp est l’e´cart type de la gaussien qui repre´sente le profil temporel
de l’impulsion laser. g(z′,−∞) est la fonction d’enveloppe du pulse e´lectronique avant
l’interaction, F˜z est la transforme´ de Fourier de la composante z du champ e´lectrique
diffuse´. τ est le retard e´tabli entre pompe et sonde. Comme |Jn(x)|2 = |J−n(x)|2, les
probabilite´s d’e´mission et d’absorption de n photons sont les meˆmes. Une expression






































σe est l’e´cart type de la gaussien qui repre´sente le profil temporel du pulse e´lectronique.
EEGS est une technique tre`s puissante permettant d’obtenir des informations sur le
champ e´lectrique local a` proximite´ d’un syste`me nanome´trique e´claire´ par une impulsion
laser. Cependant, d’autres des parame`tres tels que la dure´e de l’impulsion e´lectronique
et la taille du point de l’e´lectron modifient le spectre.
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3.1.3 Influence des parame´tre´s expe´rimentaux sur le spectres de gain
Des simulations ont e´te´ effectue´es en exploitant l’expression analytique de la probabilite`
definie dans le dernier paragraph. Un nanocylindre de tungste`ne (rayon = 200 nm) a
e´te´ envisage´. La spread en e´nergie du faisceau e´lectronique a e´te´ fixe´e a` 1.1 eV. La
dure´e de l’impulsion laser est de 280 fs. Nous avons e´tudie´ l’influence de la force
du champ e´lectrique du laser, de la dure´e de l’impulsion e´lectronique et de la taille
du spot e´lectronique. L’intensite´ du laser incident de´termine la magnitude du champ
e´vanescent cre´e´ autour de la nanostructure qui se couple avec les e´lectrons libres. La
figure XV (a) montre comment le spectre de gain est modifie´ en fonction de la force
du champ e´lectrique incident du laser. Si la nanostructure n’est pas e´claire´e, aucune
interaction e´lectron-photon ne se produit. Les e´lectrons ni perdent ni gagnent e´nergie
et leur distribution d’e´nergie, en absence du e´chantillon, est une ZLP (courbe bleue).
Intensite´ laser mode´re´e (IL = 8.3 · 106 W/cm2, E0 = 0.025 V/nm), le champ e´lectrique
diffuse´ a une composante non nulle le long de la direction de propagation de l’e´lectron
et le couplage devient possible. En augmentant l’intensite´ du laser, la population de
photons disperse´s augmente et l’absorption (ou l’e´mission) multiple de photons est plus
probable, comme le confirme l’expression analytique de P (n). Dans ce cas, les bandes
late´rales avec une e´nergie sont occupe´es. La figure XV(b) montre comment la dure´e
d’impulsion e´lectronique σe affecte les gains d’e´nergie des e´lectrons. Les modifications
des spectres sont lie´es a` la fraction d’e´lectrons qui interagit avec l’impulsion laser 280
fs. Cette fraction devient de plus en plus petite a` mesure que σe augmente. La figure
XV (c) montre l’importance de la taille du spot. 5 tailles de spots diffe´rents ont e´te´
prises en compte. Ces dimensions se re´fe`rent a` la FWHM d’un profil d’intensite´ spatiale
gaussien. Afin d’e´tudier l’influence de la taille du spot en gardant la meˆme intensite´ de
champ e´lectrique laser, nous avons suppose´ que le profil spatial gaussien de l’e´lectron
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Figure XV: Effet de la variation des parame`tres expe´rimentaux sur EEGS : (a) champ e´lectrique
incident , (b) dure´e de l’impulsion e´lectronique, (c) taille du spot e´lectronique.
a sa valeur moyenne a` 5 nm de la surface du cylindre. En utilisant une petite taille de
sonde e´lectronique (1 nm), il est possible d’obtenir une empreinte du champ e´lectrique
a` une certaine position. Cela permet de cartographier le champ e´vanescent autour de
la nanostructure. L’augmentation de la taille des spots d’e´lectrons provoque une perte
d’informations. L’extension spatiale du champ e´lectrique e´tant limite´e par la ge´ome´trie
de la nanostructure, un grand spot e´lectronique recueille plusieurs contributions de
re´gions ou` le champ e´lectrique est nul. Ceci explique le tre`s faible signal EEGS pour
un spot e´lectronique de 3µm.
3.2 Caracte´risation temporelle des impulsions e´lectronique
Outre la de´tection du champ e´lectrique et l’e´tude des excitations optiques dans les
nanostructures, la spectroscopie EEG permet la caracte´risation temporelle d’un pa-
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quet d’e´lectron. Apre`s l’e´mission, dans une impulsion e´lectronique se produit un chirp,
c’est-a`-dire une corre´lation e´nergie-temps, car les e´lectrons a` haute e´nergie se propa-
gent en avance, alors que ceux a` basse e´nergie sont en retard. Cet effet est renforce´
dans les impulsions contenant un nombre e´leve´ d’e´lectrons en raison de la re´pulsion
coulombienne parmi les particules. Controˆler le chirp d’e´lectrons permet de modifier et
d’ame´liorer la re´solution spatio-temporelle et spectrale de l’instrument. EEGS permet
de de´terminer le chirp des impulsions d’e´lectrons, e´tant donne´ que l’approche pompe-
sonde stroboscopique permet de se´lectionner temporellement des e´lectrons et d’obtenir
des informations sur leur distribution d’e´nergie. En reconstruisant une carte des spec-
tres des e´lectrons a` diffe´rents retards temporels, il est possible de visualiser le chirp
comme la pente des cartes temps-e´nergie.
3.2.1 Caracte´risation des impulsions e´lectronique chirpe´es
Afin de caracte´riser temporellement l’impulsion e´lectronique et d’e´valuer son chirp, une
lame MET a e´te´ pre´pare´ par Focused Ion Beam (FIB) en coupant l’extre´mite´ d’un nano-
pointe MET traditionnel en tungste`ne oriente´ ¡310¿ et en la positionnant sur un grille
FIB, comme illustre´ a` la Figure XVI. Une fois optimise´e la position de l’e´chantillon
dans FemtoTEM pour visualiser correctement la nanopointe, le faisceau laser a e´te´
aligne´ et focalise´ sur l’apex de la pointe a` l’aide d’une CCD installe´e sur la breadboard
optique contenant le syste`me CL-I qui enregistre l’image du e´chantillon cre´e´e par le
miroir parabolique inse´re´ entre les pie`ces polaires. La longueur d’onde de la pompe
est de 515 nm et la puissance moyenne des impulsions mesure´e sur le banc optique
e´tait de 595 mW. Le taux de re´pe´tition a e´te´ fixe´ a` 2 MHz. FemtoTEM a e´te´ re´gle´ en
mode diffraction. La position du faisceau d’e´lectrons par rapport a` la nanopointe a e´te´




Figure XVI: nanopointe de tungste`ne oriente´e ¡310¿ soude´e sur une grille FIB.
se´quentielle de 52 spectres EEG avec un pas de 50 fs a e´te´ entrecoupe´e du meˆme nom-
bre d’acquisitions de pic de Zero Loss (ZLP) afin de corriger, a` posteriori, une de´rive
du spectrome`tre. Chaque spectre a e´te´ acquis pendant t = 10 s. L’ouverture d’entre´e
du prisme e´tait de 1 mm et la dispersion d’e´nergie de 0,05 eV/ canal. Les spectres
EEG ont e´te´ acquis pour Nepp = 0.59, 2.34, 3.28 et 4. La figure XVII pre´sente les
spectres e´lectroniques absolus (colonne de gauche) et des diffe´rences (colonne centrale)
en fonction du temps de propagation pour le cas Nepp = 4. Les spectres de diffe´rence
ont e´te´ obtenus en soustrayant du signal EEGS un spectre acquis avec un retard im-
portant (c’est-a`-dire un ZLP). Le profil ondule´ est duˆ aux instabilite´s du spectrome`tre
qui n’ont e´te´ que partiellement corrige´es. Dans les spectres absolus, la variation de
la population e´lectronique en fonction du retard est clairement visible : lorsque les
impulsions e´lectroniques et laser sont synchronise´s, le ZLP s’e´puise et les e´lectrons pe-
uplent les bandes late´rales. Ceci explique la forte intensite´ ne´gative dans les spectres
de diffe´rence. Le coefficient de chirp des e´lectrons ∂t¯E/∂E est visible dans les deux cas
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Figure XVII: Cartes de spectres de gain absolu (gauche) et de diffe´rence (centre) acquis avec 4
e´lectrons dans la sonde. L’image de droite montre plus en de´tail le chirp du pulse e´lectronique.
et est mis en e´vidence dans la Figure XVII (colonne de droite) par des lignes pointille´es
blanches. Une fois que le chirp des e´lectrons a e´te´ e´value´e, il est possible d’utiliser
le formalisme the´orique de Park et al. pour simuler les cartes expe´rimentales de la
figure XVII et caracte´riser l’impulsion e´lectronique. Le paragraphe suivant pre´sente
les re´sultats de ces simulations. Les spectres EEG ont e´te´ simule´s pour Nepp = 0.59,
2.34, 3.28 et 4 en prenant e´galement en compte les valeurs du chirp e´lectronique. La
nanopointe de tungste`ne utilise´e dans l’expe´rience a e´te´ approche´ par un nanocylindre
de rayon a = 200 nm. Nous avons suppose´ que le faisceau d’e´lectrons pulse´s de 280 fs
en FWHM passe a` 15 nm de la surface du cylindre. Le champ e´lectrique laser incident
est E0 = 0.075 V/nm, correspondant a` une intensite´ d’environ 7.5 · 108 W/cm2. Le
champ e´lectrique au tour du cylindre est calcule´ a` partir de la the´orie de Mie. La figure
XVIII pre´sente la comparaison entre les cartes EEGS expe´rimentales et simule´es dans
le cas Nepp = 0.59. Pour e´valuer la pre´cision de la simulation, diffe´rents sections de la
carte ainsi que le signal inte´gre´ ont e´te´ extraits et les re´sultats sont pre´sente´s dans la
figure XIX. Les courbes bleues repre´sentent les re´sultats expe´rimentaux et les courbes
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Figure XVIII: Comparaison entre les cartes EEGS expe´rimentales (range´e supe´rieure) et simule´es
(range´e infe´rieure). L’e´chelle d’intensite´ sur le coˆte´ gauche (droit) fait re´fe´rence aux cartes absolues
(de diffe´rence) EEGS. Le cas avec Nepp = 0.59 a e´te´ rapporte´.
orange les simule´s. On peut noter que malgre´ la diffe´rence de forme entre l’e´chantillon
et le nanocylindre simule´, les deux courbes sont en bon accord. Nous pouvons voir
que pour le cas Nepp = 0.59 la dure´e en FWHM est 400 fs avec une pre´cision de 6%.
En augmentant le´ge`rement le nombre d’e´lectrons par pulse, nous avons de´termine´ une
augmentation d’environ 31% de la dure´e dans le cas de 4 e´lectrons par impulsion.
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Figure XIX: Comparaison entre les donne´es expe´rimentales (bleu) et simule´es (orange). (a) Spectre
EEG a` τ = 0 fs. (b) Carte EEGS inte´gre´e sur l’axe des temps. L’e´chelle verticale indique la valeur de
l’inte´grale en unite´s arbitraires pour les diffe´rentes e´nergies. (c) Profil de carte a` E = 0 eV. Dans les
deux cas (a) et (c) les e´chelles verticales repre´sentent le signal EEGS normalise´ en unite´s arbitraires.
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Chapitre 4 - Vers l’holographie e´lectronique hors-axe
dans FemtoTEM
Dans le dernier chapitre, les perspectives sur l’holographie e´lectronique ultra-rapide
(UEH) utilisant la configuration hors-axe sont discute´es. Au de´but, les aspects pra-
tiques de la holographie e´lectronique hors-axe (c’est-a`-dire la cohe´rence des sources
d’e´lectrons, le bruit, les instabilite´s, l’e´clairage) re´alise´e avec un faisceau d’e´lectrons
continu sera donne´e. Par la suite, les obstacles a` la re´alisation d’une holographie
e´lectronique utilisant des impulsions e´lectroniques ultra-courtes seront pre´sente´s et des
solutions possibles seront discute´es. Enfin, nous montrerons les re´sultats des premie`res
expe´riences re´alise´es avec le microscope FemtoTEM.
4.1 Conditions pratiques et limites de de´tection en holographie
e´lectronique conventionnelle hors axe
Afin de produire des hologrammes e´lectroniques avec un contraste optimal, une source
d’e´lectrons tre`s cohe´rente est ne´cessaire. Les FEG, avec leur haute brillance, sont les
sources optimales. En effet, graˆce a` leur petite taille de source, ils peuvent e´mettre
un faisceau d’e´lectrons a` haute cohe´rence spatiale, comme de´crit par le the´ore`me de
van Cittert-Zernike. Ce faisceau de haute qualite´ peut ensuite eˆtre utilise´ pour e´clairer
a` la fois l’e´chantillon et une zone de vide, appele´s respectivement faisceau image et
faisceau de re´fe´rence. L’hologramme, ge´ne´re´ par la superposition cohe´rente des deux
faisceaux, est alors obtenu graˆce a` un biprisme e´lectronique (EB). La figure XX montre
un hologramme acquis sans e´chantillon sur lequel des parame`tres utiles sont rapporte´s.
La largeur de l’hologramme w correspond a` la taille de la zone d’interfe´rence et s a`
l’espacement des franges d’interfe´rence. Les deux peuvent eˆtre re´gle´s en ajustant la
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Figure XX: (a) Hologramme e´lectronique ultra-rapide hors-axe acquis dans le vide. Encart: FFT
de l’hologramme. Les cercles verts repre´sentent le masque de re´solution de 1 nm dans l’espace de
Fourier. b) Carte de la phase reconstruite. Conditions expe´rimentales: temps d’exposition 150 s,
WLAS = 9.5 mW, f = 2 MHz, Nepp ∼ 11, binning 4
tension du biprisme et la distance entre l’image et les plans du biprisme. Pour une dis-
tance fixe d, en augmentant la tension du biprisme, la largeur de l’hologramme augmente
tandis que la distance entre les franges diminue. Cependant, ils peuvent e´galement eˆtre
modifie´s inde´pendamment en utilisant une configuration a` double biprisme. La figure




ou` Imax et Imin correspondent respectivement aux intensite´s maximale et minimale des
franges. Des valeurs utiles de contraste, c’est-a`-dire permettant d’extraire une phase
avec un rapport signal sur bruit suffisant et une bonne re´solution spatiale, sont com-
mune´ment accepte´s pour eˆtre plus e´leve´ de 15%. Les hologrammes e´lectroniques sont
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enregistre´s a` l’aide de came´ras pixelise´es et leur Fonction de Transfert de Modulation
(MTF), ainsi que leur efficacite´ de´tective quantique (DQE) devront e´galement eˆtre
prises en compte dans la mesure du contraste. De plus, le nombre d’e´lectrons par
pixel Nepx et le temps d’exposition sont fondamentaux pour optimiser le contraste de
l’hologramme.
4.1.1 Figures de me´rite d’un hologramme e´lectronique
L’holographie e´lectronique est utilise´e pour cartographier de manie`re quantitative la
phase du faisceau image modifie´e par l’interaction avec l’e´chantillon. Le bruit du fais-
ceau d’e´lectrons peut eˆtre de´crit par une distribution de Poisson, connue sous le nom de
shot noise. L’e´cart type (de´fini pour une certaine fre´quence g) d’une phase reconstruite




DQE · C2 ·Nepx .
Une autre figure de me´rite de la qualite´ de l’hologramme rencontre´ dans la litte´rature est





DQE · C2 ·Nepx
ou` le rapport signal sur bruit souhaite´ est un parame`tre donne´. Pour de´terminer cor-
rectement le re´sultat d’une expe´rience sans ambigu¨ıte´, il est ge´ne´ralement admis qu’un
SNR compris entre 3 et 10 est ne´cessaire. Comme le contraste des franges contribue a`
δφ avec un exposant 2 dans la racine carre´e, il joue un roˆle cle´ dans la limite de de´tection
de phase par rapport aux autres parame`tres. Une expression utile du contraste utilise´
pour prendre en compte toutes ces contributions est :
C = CcohCinelCinstMTF
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ou` Cinst, Cinel, Ccoh et MTF correspondent respectivement l’influence des instabilite´s,
de la diffusion ine´lastique et de la cohe´rence partielle. Les MTF repre´sentent la fonction
de transfert de modulation du de´tecteur.
Dans le contexte des expe´riences MET ultra-rapides, le nombre d’e´lectrons par pixel
dans l’expression de δφ peut eˆtre de´termine´ par la relation:
Nepx = Nppx ·N · texp




nombre d’e´lectrons par pulse par pixel. En substituant l’expression de Nepx dans le







ou` le contraste a e´te´ exprime´ comme dans la pre´ce´dente expression phe´nome´nologique.
La dernie`re expression de δφ met en e´vidence les diffe´rents parame`tres affectant le
contraste des hologrammes acquis avec des impulsions laser femtosecondes dans un
UTEM.
4.1.2 Optimisation
Parmi les facteurs dont de´pend le contraste (et donc la limite de de´tection de phase), la
cohe´rence partielle doit eˆtre traite´e avec une attention particulie`re lors d’une expe´rience
d’holographie e´lectronique. La longueur de cohe´rence d’un faisceau d’e´lectrons sur un
plan optique donne´ de´pend du degre´ initial de cohe´rence spatiale de la source, c’est-a`-
dire de la brillance ainsi que des conditions d’e´clairage. Compte tenu de la syme´trie
du biprisme e´lectronique, la longueur de cohe´rence ne doit eˆtre optimise´e que dans
la direction de chevauchement du faisceau, c’est-a`-dire perpendiculairement a` l’axe du
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biprisme. En conse´quence, il est bien connu qu’un faisceau elliptique (un rapport opti-
mal entre le petit axe et le grand axe est d’environ 0.1) peut eˆtre utilise´ pour optimiser la
longueur de cohe´rence dans la direction souhaite´e. De plus, la diffusion ine´lastique aux
e´lectrons peut eˆtre optimise´e avec une pre´paration d’e´chantillon de´die´e et l’influence
de la FTM de´pend du type et des re´glages du de´tecteur. Les instabilite´s instrumen-
tales sont pre´ponde´rantes dans la UTEM. Ils doivent eˆtre traite´s avec un soin parti-
culier et e´ventuellement optimise´s en recourant a` l’acquisition de images stacks (pile
d’images), dans lesquelles chaque hologramme est acquis avec un temps d’exposition
court. Ensuite, un post-traitement nume´rique re´aligne les franges permet de recon-
struire une figure d’interfe´rence avec un rapport signal sur bruit e´leve´. En raison du
courant de sonde re´duit dans les UTEM, le choix du temps d’exposition optimal est
crucial en holographie e´lectronique. Les dure´es d’acquisition en e´mission continue sont
ge´ne´ralement de l’ordre de la seconde ou de la dizaine de secondes pour les expe´riences
ne´cessitant un rapport signal / bruit e´leve´. Cependant, dans des conditions semblables
a` celles d’une faible dose et dans nos conditions, les temps d’exposition compris entre
100 et 150 s sont optimaux. Le choix de la tension optimale du biprisme est limite´
par des temps d’exposition longs et donc par les instabilite´s. Les tensions utiles du
biprisme se situent dans l’intervalle allant de 20 V a` 35 V. La figure XXI montre un
hologramme e´lectronique acquis sous conditions optimales, c’est-a`-dire 35 V, 150 s de
temps d’exposition et 200 kX de grandissement total. Le microscope a e´te´ re´gle´ en
mode ZOOM (e´quivalent a` la microsonde ou au mode TEM dans les microscopes FEI
et Jeol, respectivement). Une ouverture de condenseur de 100µm et un e´clairage el-
liptique avec un rapport optimal a e´te´ utilise´. En utilisant les valeurs optimales de
temps d’acquisition et de tension de biprisme de´termine´es pre´ce´demment, nous avons
acquis des hologrammes hors-axe avec impulsions e´lectroniques ultra-courtes sur un
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Figure XXI: (a) Hologramme e´lectronique ultra-rapide hors-axe acquis dans le vide. Encart: FFT
de l’hologramme. Les cercles verts repre´sentent le masque de re´solution de 1 nm dans l’espace de
Fourier. b) Carte de la phase reconstruite. Conditions expe´rimentales: temps d’exposition 150 s,
WLAS = 9.5 mW, f = 2 MHz, Nepp ∼ 11, binning 4
cube d’oxyde de mangane`se (MgO) a` titre de test. Les donne´es brutes et le processus
de reconstruction de phase sont reporte´s a` la figure XXII. En raison du faible courant de
sonde de notre UTEM cohe´rent et malgre´ la brillance e´leve´e, l’holographie e´lectronique
hors axe reste tre`s difficile.
4.3 Vers l’holographie e´lectronique ultra-rapide
L’utilisation des image stacks peut contribuer a` re´duire l’effet des instabilite´s. Il consiste
en une acquisition se´quentielle de plusieurs hologrammes avec des temps d’exposition
courts permettant de corriger l’effet des instabilite´s. Cependant, en raison de cette
dernie`re, le simple fait d’additionner toutes les franges de l’hologramme n’ame´liorerait
pas le contraste. L’hologramme re´sultant correspond a` un standard acquis avec un
temps total d’exposition e´gal a` texp ·Nholo, ou` texp est le temps d’acquisition de chaque
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Figure XXII: Reconstruction de la phase d’un cube de MgO par holographie e´lectronique. (a)
Image MET de cubes de MgO. (b) Reconstruction de phase et amplitude en utilisant l’hologramme
de re´fe´rence (H0) e celui du e´chantillon (H1). (c) Effet de la taille de masque sur l’e´cart type de la
phase e´lectronique dans l’espace de Fourier. Les limites de de´tection ont e´te´ calcule´es sous conditions
ide´ales (SNR = 1, Cinst = 1).
hologramme et Nholo le nombre d’hologrammes dans le stack. Pour exploiter correcte-
ment les piles d’hologrammes, un processus de re´alignement est ne´cessaire. Le traite-
ment des donne´es a e´te´ effectue´ a` l’aide de scripts de´veloppe´s au CEMES par Christophe
Gatel. Tout d’abord, les pixels morts sont filtre´s puis remplace´s par l’intensite´ moyenne
des pixels adjacents afin d’e´viter des artefacts lors de la reconstruction de la phase
e´lectronique. Afin de prendre en charge les instabilite´s me´caniques du biprisme entre
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Figure XXIII: Effet de la correction des instabilite´s des hologrammes pour deux tensions diffe´rentes
du biprisme. (a) Les nombres indiquent le nombre d’images dans le stack et le temps d’acquisition de
chacune d’elles (en seconde). Dans les cas 20 V et 30 V, les e´chelles sont respectivement de 10 et 20
nm. (b) Power spectrum des hologrammes. Les cercles verts repre´sentent un masque de re´solution de
2.5 nm dans l’espace de Fourier. La ligne pointille´e bleue indique la position de la fre´quence spatial
(4 · pixel)−1. (c) Phases reconstruites. Les e´cart-type calcule´s a` l’inte´rieur du carre´ noir sont affiche´s.
Conditions expe´rimentales : WLAS = 8 mW, f = 2 MHz, Nepp ∼ 6, binning 2. Grandissement : 200
kX.
chaque hologramme, un premier alignement d’image est effectue´ en utilisant la posi-
tion de la frange de Fresnel du biprisme e´lectrostatique. Ensuite, pour corriger les
instabilite´s du faisceau, les franges de l’hologramme sont aligne´es en comparant leurs
positions. Dans chaque hologramme individuel de la pile, la phase est de´termine´e et
compare´e a` celle se´lectionne´e comme re´fe´rence. La diffe´rence de phase est ensuite con-
vertie en un nombre de pixels utilise´ pour re´aligner chaque hologramme individuel par
rapport a` celui de re´fe´rence. Une fois termine´ ces processus d’alignement, tous les
hologrammes individuels sont enfin additionne´s (figure XXIII). La figure XXIV mon-
tre l’effet du temps d’exposition de l’hologramme et du seuil des instabilite´s dans le
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Figure XXIV: L’effet du temps d’exposition de chaque hologramme individuel dans le stack
d’hologrammes corrige´s. (a) Les nombres indiquent le nombre d’images dans le stack et le temps
d’acquisitions individuelles de chaque hologramme. La dure´e totale d’exposition reste constante.
E´chelle : 10 nm. (b) Power spectrum des hologrammes. Les cercles verts repre´sentent le masque
de re´solution 2.5 nm dans l’espace de Fourier. La ligne pointille´e bleue montre la position de la
fre´quence spatial (4 · pixel)−1. (c) Phases reconstruites. Les e´carts-types calcule´s a` l’inte´rieur du carre´
noir sont affiche´s. Conditions expe´rimentales : WLAS = 8 mW, f = 2 MHz, Nepp ∼ 6, binning 2.
Grandissement : 400 kX. Tension du biprisme : 30 V.
contraste de l’hologramme. Le temps total d’exposition reste constant a` 1800 s. Nous
pouvons clairement voir qu’en augmentant le temps d’acquisition individuel, l’effet des
instabilite´s devient plus important. Les temps d’acquisition individuels entre 20 et 30
secondes semblent eˆtre optimaux. La figure XXV affiche trois hologrammes corrige´s
pour diffe´rentes tensions de biprisme. En comparant les hologrammes acquis dans les
meˆmes conditions d’optique e´lectronique mais avec un temps total d’exposition diffe´rent
(150 s pour l’hologramme unique non corrige´ et 20 s pour chacun des 90 hologrammes
composant la pile), on constate une ame´lioration du 40% et 64% de l’e´cart types de
la phase pour les cas 30 et 35 V, respectivement. De plus, on peut remarquer qu’en
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Figure XXV:L’effet de la tension de biprisme dans l’hologramme corrige´ et somme´. (a) Les nombres
indiquent la tension du biprisme (en volt). E´chelle : 10 nm. (b) Power spectrum des hologrammes.
Les cercles repre´sentent le masque de re´solution 2.5 nm dans l’espace de Fourier. La ligne pointille´e
bleue indique la position de la fre´quence spatial (4 · pixel)−1. (c) Phases reconstruites. Les e´carts-
types calcule´s a` l’inte´rieur du carre´ noir sont affiche´s. Des stacks de 90 hologrammes et 20 s de temps
d’exposition ont e´te´ acquises. Conditions expe´rimentales : WLAS = 8 mW, f = 2 MHz, Nepp ∼ 6,
binning 2. Grandissement : 400 kX.
utilisant une tension de biprisme de 40 V, l’e´cart type est encore plus petit que la valeur
obtenue pour le cas de 35 V avec texp = 150 s pour la meˆme re´solution spatiale dans la
phase reconstruite.
Conclusions et perspectives
Depuis sa naissance, la microscopie e´lectronique en transmission a` re´solution temporelle
a permis d’explorer le monde a` l’e´chelle nanome´trique dans divers domaines scientifiques
tels que la nanome´canique, le nanomagne´tisme, chimie, biologie et nano-optique. Le
de´veloppement de FemtoTEM a conduit a` la cre´ation d’un laboratoire commun entre le
CEMES-CNRS et Hitachi High Technologies Corporation qui a de´marre´ tre`s re´cemment
en juillet 2018. Graˆce a` ce partenariat, un transfert de la technologie ultra-rapide de
l’ancien HF2000 a` un nouveau microscope, le FE-TEM HHT HF3300 a` 300 kV est
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pre´vu pour 2019. C¸a renforcera les applications de l’UTEM cohe´rent vers de nouvelles
techniques telles que l’holographie e´lectronique hors-axe re´solue en temps, qui sera
fortement ame´liore´e graˆce a` la mise en œuvre d’un controˆle automatise´, comme cela a
de´ja` e´te´ fait dans le CEMES, en utilisant meˆme ge´ne´ration de microscopes HF (I2TEM).
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